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INTRODUCTION 
Acquiring a si~ht vocabulary is basic to ~uccess in firat grade 
reading. Many repetitions are needed to fix this vocabulary. It is 
~elt ~hat reinformcement in an interesting fashion will increase 
motivation and interest in learning. 
Th~ purpose of this study is to develop·and evaluate a ~eries 
of thi.rty les~ons which provide meaningful practi~e on the primer 
I 
vocabulary of the Scott Foresman Curriculum Foundation Series. 
-vii-
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CHAP~E;R t 
~LATED RESEARCH 
The :r:esearch in this chapter will be concerned with Wo-rd· Lists, 
Vocabularies of Basal Readers, ~eading Success' in Relation to· Mental 
Age, Sex Differences in· Reading Achievement, and Word Practice. 
1. Word Lists 
There has been e~te~sive research rel~tive to the development of 
lapgukge. 
1/ 
·s.chwes.inger sJ,1IIIIllB.i"ized the vocabulary resear.ch completed be_fore 
1926 and reported t:hflt ea,rly research was invo~ved chi~fly in genera:! 
vocabulary knowledge. 
. 2:.1 
Thorndike published the first comprehena~ve wqrd list. It -con-
sists of 10,000 words taken from the literature of children, the Bible, 
~.... ' 
English classics, elementa~y school textbooks, trade books, cor~espond-
ence~ and. newspapers. He stressed that alth~ugh such a comprehensive 
.. 
list canno.t be totally accurate in measuring the importance of words, 
it has been of value and has been widely u$ed in the making of tests 
and in eval~g the vocabulary burdeh of books. 
1/Gfadys C. S~hwesinger, The Social~Ethical Significance of Vocabularx, 
Cont+ibutions to Education, No. 211, Teachers College, Col~bia Univer-
sity, New York, 1926, pp. 1-11. 
]:./Edward L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book~ Teachers College, 
Columbia University, ·New York, 1921." · 
-1-
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2 
1/ 
Gat~s~ sel~cted 1,500 words most suitable for use in all forms 
.. · ··~ 
in reading material for the primary grad~s. His sources were the 4,300 
most frequent words from the Thorndike List, words from children's lit-
erature and primary readers, and words in the speaking vocabulary of 
yo~ng children. Final selection of the 1,500 word$ was made on ten 
criteria related to utility, interest, and difficulty. A similar method 
£/ 
was used in formulating the 1935 Gates lis.t of 1, 811 words. Authors 
of school readers hav~ used these lists extensively as an evaluative 
source for selection of words. 
11 
The International Kindergarten Union published a list of 2,596 
words most frequently used by young children. It was accumulated from 
the recordings made by k~ndergarten teachers and mothers of the spon-
taneous language of preschool and kindergarten children. 
!!I 
Wheeler and Howell counted the vocabulary in ten primers and 20 
first readers, all having original copyright dates of 1922-to 1930. A 
combined vocabulary of 1,139 words was found in the primers, and 2,061 
in the readers. From the 2,219 different words, a list of the most 
frequently ~sed wo~~ was made. 
!/Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, Bureau 
of Publications, Te~chers College, Columbia Univer~ity, New York, 1926. 
1/Arthur I. Gates, A Reading .vocabulary for the· Primary Grades, Bureau 
of.publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1935. 
1/Child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Union, A Study 
of -·the V,ocabulary of Children ;Before Entering the First Grade, The ·In-
ternational Kindergarten ijnion, Washington, D. C., 1928. 
f!/H. E •. w~eler and E, Howe~l, "A First Grade Vocabulary Study," 
Elementary School Journal (£eptemb~r, 1930), 31:52-60. 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1/ 
Cuff sugge.st.ed that vocabulary inv.estigations should' take· into 
consideration the range of vocabulary ability in any one grade. 
2:.1 
The Dolch list of 220 words wa.s compiled from the words common 
to the International Kindergarten Union list, the Gates list, and the 
Wheeler-Howell list. Dolch say.s, "This li.st may well be called 1basic,' 
because it includes the 'tool' words that are used in all writing, no 
J/ 
matter what the subject." 
!±/ 
Dolch tested ten first grade classrooms, using an instrument 
based on the Int~rnational Kindergarten Union list, and concluded that 
beginners u.se about 2,, 700 words. 
11 
Buckingham and Dolch published a word list which combined Thorn-
dike 1 s List with the word.s from ten other studies in speaking, reading, 
and writing vpcabularie.s. The ratings of each word are given both by 
the authors of the present study and by the authors of the studies used 
in th!'! compilation. They suggested care in the us.e and inte;rpretat;..ion 
&l 
of the value of the new list: 
!/Noel B. Cuff, ''Vocabulary Tests," Journal of Educational Psychologz 
(~~rch, 1930), 21:212-220. 
2:_/E. W. Dolch, "Basic Sight Vocabulary, 11 Elementary School Journal 
(February, .1936), 36:456-460. 
]/Ibid., p, 457. 
f±/E. W. Dolch, "How Much Word Knowledge .no Children Bring to Grade One1·" 
Elementary Engli~h Review (May, 1936), 13:177-183. 
2./B. R. ·Buckingham .and E. w. Dolch, A Combined Word ,List, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1936. 
£/I~id,, pp. 16-18. 
• 
11 1. Children 1·s word knowfegg-e is certain to change with 
changing life conditions and consequently no tabula-
tion can pe cons~dered final. 
2. In spite of the efforts of many separate investi-
gators, and in spite of a combinat~on of their findings, 
we still have a list which shows gaps that need to be 
discovered and filled in, 
3, In all lists 1 not all words appear within the same 
g~ade placement. Wor.ds showing high frequency on one 
list may show low freque~cy on another due to human 
error o~ e~phasis on spelling, etc, 
4 
4, The sources used did not give what meanings were applied 
to the words entered.'' 
1.1 
Betts has commented on the misuse of vocabulary lists: 
''Vocabulary studies have reduced useless vocabulary diffi-
culties and have s~rved as a basis for curriculum planning. 
Furthermore, these studie.s have led to< investigations of mean-
ings and ~eadability of material. However~ these lists have 
not always been used to the best advantage. In some instances, 
they have been used as a means to reg~ment instruction. This 
has resulted from an overemphasis on grade-placement. In ad-
ditio~, there has been too much emphasis on word form and not 
enough on the meanings of a word." 
2;/ 
The Rinsland list is based on a running word count of approxi-
mately 6,000,000 words used by children in writing in grades one to 
eight. Frequency of usage of each word is given at each grade level, 
and the relative frequency of use in all grades in which it occurred. 
J./ 
Stone established a Graded Vocabulary for Primary Reading, a 
core v9cab~lary·of 2,000 important words counted from 98 basal readers, 
..!/Emmet.t ~. 'Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, American Book 
.Company, New York, 1946, p. 696. · 
"' 2/H. D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
- ' ' . lhe Macmillan Companyt New York, 1945. 
I 
J./Clarence R. Ston.e, Progress in Primary Reading, Webster Publishing 
.Company, St. Loub,_ 1950. 
5 
preprimers···through· third readers. Each word· was placed on one· of 
seven levels· according to·the·z~neral trend·in placement among the· 
basal. texts. Later he studt~d th~ vocabularte~ of 105 basal reade~s· 
published from 1930 to 1941 and increased his list to ten reading 
levels. From a list of 5,314 different words, 2,136 were selected on 
the basis of appearance as n~w words. 
!/ 
The Author 1s-Word List was completed in 1945. It totaled 1,957 
words found in 309 readers (preprimers through third grade). This list 
correlated •;90 with the Stone 1 s Graded Vocabulary List (1936). Forty-
seven per cent of the words were found in the first 1,000 words of the 
Thorndike List, and 71 per cent in the first 2,000 words of the Thorn• 
dike List. The ~ates List had 1,579 words which are in the Author's 
Word List. 
2:..1 
Hodgkins, et al. tabulated the spontaneous speaking vocabulary 
of 162 two- to five-year-old children from a high socio-economic area. 
There were 2,792 different words recorded regardless of frequency. 
ll 
Battit, et al. recorded spontaneous speaking vocabulary of chil-
dren from three to ten years of age, using a variety of techniques to 
stimulate conversation. The different words recorded at each level were: 
1/L. L. Krantz, "Engineet:ing a Primary Grade Reading Program, 11 Element1ary 
School Journal (March, 1945), 45:386-393. 
£/A. M. Ho~gkins, et al., Tabulation of the Spontaneous Speaking Vocab-
ulary of 162 Two to Five Year Old Children in a Nursery School, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1947. 
1/Agnes Battit, et al., The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children 
in Nurseny, Kindergarten, Grade One, Two, and Three, Unpublished 
Master's ·'Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
Nursery-Kindergarten 
Grade I 
Grade II 
Grade ;III 
ll 
3,419 
2,051 
4,445 
3,149 
Price, using Batt~t 1 s list, compared all the words occurring 
6 
five ti:me·s or mor.e in all the grades against the International Kinder-
garten Union List and the Gates List. It was evident that children use 
many words which are not on the earlier lists. 
2/ 
Corcoran, et al.- studied the speaking vocabulary of 291 kinder-
garten children in ten classrooms in six communities. A wide variety 
of socio-economic backgrounds was represented, Spontaneous and stim-
ulated conversations were recorded. There were 2,425 different words 
, tabulated from a running count of 65~523 words. 
2/ 
Murphy reported the spontaneous speaking vocabulary of primary 
grade children~ based on a running count of 1,195,098 words. Nine 
hundred and six words were common to all lists; 1,574 were on both 
the I.K.U. and the Boston Univers·ity lists; 990 words occurrad on the 
Gates and Boston~niversity lists. 
2. Vocabularies of Basal Readers 
fi/ 
Packer made one of the earliest studies of vocabularies of first 
1/Ethe! M. PriceJ Comparison of Recorded Vocabulary of Children in 
Kindergarten Through Grade 3 with I.K.U. and Gates Lists, Unpublished 
Mast~r's Thesis, Boston University, 1955. ' · 
~Claire T. Corcoran, et al., The Speaking Vocabulary of Kindergarten, 
Grade I, Grade II, and .Grade III, Unpublfshed Master 1 s Thesis, Boston 
University, 1955. 
~/Helen A~ Murphy,_ 11Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
Primary Grades 2 11 Journal of Education (December, 1957), 140:100-104. 
4/J. L. Packer, The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers, Twentieth Year-
- . 
0 
0 
0 
7 
reader level. By comparing ten first readers 1 he found a total of 
3~541 dif~erent words, of which 2,048 occurred four times or less. 
Ther~ was a wid~ range of vocabulary in first readers, most of the 
words occurring infrequently. 
1.1 
Selt analyzed beginning books a year later and came to a similar 
conclusion. 
'];/ 
Beck ~bmpared eight books copyrighted in 1926 to 1929 and con-
eluded, "It was found that a child reading these eight books would 
meet 1,336 different words, of which 706 appeared in only one book and 
only 42 were common to eight." 
The vocabularies of the books studied had little more in common in 
1929 than those published before 1922. This was a fact despite the 
claim of authors that they checked their use of words with the Thorndike 
list. 
11 
·Wheeler and Howell counted the vocabulary of primers and first 
readers. Ten primers had a combined vocabulary of 1,139 words; ten 
first readers, 2,061 words, a total of 2,219 words. 
book of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II, 
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1921, pp. 127-
144. 
]:./E. Selt ·and G. Selk, "A Study of the Vocabulary of Beginning Books 
in Twelve Reading Methods," Elementa:ry School Journal (June, 1922), 
22:745-749. 
2:_/M. M. Beck, "Vocabulary of First Readers," Peabody Journal of Educa-
~ (January, 1929), 6:225. '· 
1/W.he~ler and Howell, op. cit. 
8 
1.1 
Selke analyzed the vocabularies of 12 primer$ published between 
1925 and 1929 and found 1,207 different words. rhe number of different 
words introduced in any one book ranged from 171 to 594, Three hundred 
and ninety-four words wer.e in the Thorndike lists and a total of 35.9 
words were in th~ Gates list~ 266 in the first 500 of the Gates list, 
65 in the second 500, ang 28 in the third 500. The writ.er indicat,ed: 
" ••.• a very noticeable trend to introduce fewer words 
in books than formerly. Ten of the books have less than 
400 and eight of these have less than 300, whereas in 1922 
only six.of the. books studied had less than 400 words, and 
only two of these less than 300 wor4s. The total number of 
different words is a decrease of 26 per cent from th~ total 
found in 1922." 
:Jj 
Gross reported a study of ten preprimers, totaling 393 differ-
ent words. All forms wer.e counted separately, except the singular 
possessive. This study asserts the continuing decrease in number of 
£:./ 
different words in basal readers. The purpose of the study was to in-
fopm teachers of the vocabularies they must introduce in experience 
char~s in terms of a broad supplementary reading program in other basal 
preprimers before primer reading. This study rev~als the word diffi-
culties children must meet in such a program. 
!±I 
In 16 second grade readers Stone counted approximately 3,200 
' 1/E .. Selke, 11A Comparati:v.e Study of the Vocabularies of Twelve .ijegin-
ning Book.s in R_eading:,.11 Journal of Educational Research (D~cember, 
1930), 22:369-374. 
Yi,bid., p. 371. 
:J./ A. E. Gross, "A Pre~prim.er Vocabulary Study," E.le~ntary School 
Jour~al (September, 1934)~ 35:48-56~ 
!J:./C'larfnce R. Stone, 11 'J!he Second Grade Reading Vocabulary," Elementary 
Sehool.Journal (January! 1935)» 35:359-367. 
. .. 
9 
words. Words appearing in three or more of,the books were included in 
a second grade list of 1,276 words. 
11 
Hayward listed 350 different words in 15 preprimers publishad 
since 1933. Preprimers still varied widely in their selection of words. 
11 
Hockett reported a study of the vocabularies of 28 first 
readers: 
"Analysis of 28 first readers shows that almost 2~800 
dif~erent words are useo. This number if only four-fifths 
as many as the 3~541 different words which Packer reported 
in 1921 as a result of his analysis of 10 fir.st readers pub-
lished befor~ 1918. 
"Th.e typical first reader of the past twelve years con-
tains slightly more than 9000 words of reading matter, 
slightly less than 600 different words and presents 15.6 
running words to ~ach different word. Approximately five 
out of every eig~t words are from the first 500 of the Gates 
list and five out of every six are from the first 1000." 
11 
Hockett describes this period: 
"It is now generally recognized that the progress of 
the beginner in reading is greatly facilitated by the pro-
vision of an abundant supply of interesting and easy reading 
material. Limitation of vocabulary burde~ and provision of 
adequate repetition of the words which are introduced are 
being more and more careful~y planned and successfully 
achieved in the books published for the youngest readers." 
fl./ 
A year later Rockett studied the vocabularies of twelve primers 
and' first readers. He said~ "The trend towar'd a more :restricted vocab ... 
1/W. G: Hayward a11d M •. ~rdway, 11Vocabulari~s of Recently .Published 
Pre-primers," Elementary; School Journal (April, 1937)', 37:608-617. 
1/J. A. Ho~kett .. .and w. G. Neely, ''The Vocabularies of Twenty-eight 
First Readers," ~lementary School Journal (January, 1937), 37:351. 
~/Ib~d.., p. 344. 
!:J:./J. A. Hock~tt, ''Vocabu,laries of Recent Primer:;; and First Reader.s," 
El~~ntary School Journal (Octobe~, 1938), 39:115. 
' ., 
e. 11 
I , 
10 
ulary burden in both primers and first· reade~, indicated in the pre-
vious reports, is still in evidence.n 
After studying th~ vocabularies of 13 published basal series., 
1/ 
Betts ~st'abiished a basic list of words 'on five levels from preprimer 
through third reader leyel and a basic cumulative l~st for the pr~~ry 
grad~sP- He felt that data were needed as to frequency and spread of 
word..J,.l}jage in order .t6 ·e.stablish adequate core vocabularies. The wide 
d~spartty'tn the vocabularies of readers probably create13 teaching 
I '} •" 
probl~~s in directin~ the reading abilities of many children • 
. ,.,. . 2/ 
' Hild~eth and Wright- fOund, in studying cases of :reading disabil-
ity;. th~t the heav~er hurd¢n of vocabulary caused children to be dis-
~ courag~d and to lose intere13t in reading. The difficulty of the mate~ 
l 
rial h4d forced childr~n to concentrate on word recognition rather than 
~ 
meaning. 
. . . ~I 
14 a 1a~er article HildD.eth 
' . 
cites many examples of res.earch 
.... ,_.7" ... • ;. ~ 
which ~ust~fy a li~ht~t load of vocabulary in primary grade books p:ro-
cv • ~ ,_ .. 
meting. ~as;ler and more .eff~~t;ive learning in the beginning years. It 
is pos~ible for children to read with understanding from the beginning. 
Rapid iearne~s wi~h good m~ntal endowment can and do read widely in 
"trade" stor:r,'books,! 
I • 
l7~mm§tt Ae ~i;H;t;§~ nA: S6Ydy g~ ~h~ V9f-flQYler;l,~§ g:f Fir§t; Gr:ed~ ~e§el 
R~ed@f:fh" ruJmentat?y Enslis_h Review (F.eb~Ye!';f~ l~J~}.~ !f!~M=6~. 
4/G~F~~yg@ Ht-ldr:gt;h an4 Je Wr:i~ht;~ ~lpifi, Childr:en to Read~ ~§~~h@f:§ 
0@ll~~g~ Ogl~mbtg Untv&~§!ty~ N~w ¥g_~, -~409 
~ ' ' 
I ' 
,!/Ger:t;r;.yg~ HUd~@t;hl HAU !n FeVQF gi e Lgw Vgge,bylgr:y 1 11 Elementar:y 
School·Journal (Apr-!1, 194~)~ 4~~~62~470e · 
1/ 
Stone replied to Hildz:leth 1 s article by giving this wa:rning~ 
"Extreme lightness of vocabulary burden is not a panacea: 
for all the difficulties in the teaching of reading. Vocab-
ulary control is important but provision must also be made for 
enrichment of the r.eading program and for the expansion of the 
vocabulary level by level, especially for the bright. For 
these reasons, books are needed with larger vocabulary loads 
for these children.'' 
1:.1 
11 
Horn imparts a warning against the tr~nd of too much vocab~lary 
reduction:. 
11The:re has been considerable interest in recent years in 
attempts to remove comprehens·ion difficulties through the 
simplification of vocabulary. Too much should not be expected 
from thes~ attempts .•.• 
11As a matter of fact, simplification of vocabulary cannot 
go very far without involving other factors, such as sentence 
structure and some modification of intended meanings." 
A wide range of vocabulary in 20 prsprimers published f:rom.l931 
'}_/ 
to 1940 was reported by Stone. Of the 359 words, 186 appeared in 
one book, 54 in two, and 29 in three. From this tabulation he form-
ulated a list of 100 words most widely in use in preprimers, based on 
frequency in a large number of books, rather than on the basis of high 
fre~uency within a few books. 
!±I 
Stone derived 5,314 different words from a count of 107 primary 
!/Clarence R· Stone, "A Reply to 'All in Favor of a Low Vocabulary, 111 
El~mentary School Journal (September, 1943), 44:44. 
1:_/Erne~t Horn, "Language and Meaning," in The Psychology of Learning, 
Part II, The Fo:rty-first Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
of Education, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1942, pp. 398-399. 
3/Clarence R. Stone, "Vocabulary of Twenty P.;e-primers," E_lementary 
~c.hooL Journal (Fepruary, 1941), 41:423-429. · 
~/Clarence R. St~e, ''A Vocabulary Study Based on One Hundred Seven 
frimary Grade Books,-" Elementary School Journal (February, 1942), 42: 
452-455. 
12 
grade books. Of these-;· only 2,164 words appeared"in a sufficient num-
' ber of books to ·justify being included in the graded vocabulary list .• 
ll 
Russell used a questionna~re to secure opinions of basic read-
ing programs. Author~ties in education still tended to differ in their 
opinion$ of the core vocabulary of a basal system, and many were not in 
agreement on the changes taking place in vocabulary control. There was 
an even division in favor of a longer or shorter preprimer using the 
same number of words. Most authorities appeared to favor a smaller 
vocabulary with less repetition, rather than a large vocabulary with 
~re repetition. 
2=.1 
Sister Dorothy et al. tabulated words in 20 preprimers published 
since 1937 and obtained evidence of a lower word count than in those 
published earlier, a trend toward greater similarity among the vocabu-
laries of the preprimers, and a change in the selection of words, al-
though core vocabulary remained much the same. 
'1.1 
The change in vocabulary from 1934 to 1940 was confirmed by Stone's 
4/ 
comparison with the results of Gross's study.- There were 393 differ-
ent words in ten pr.eprimers in 1934 and only ·359 different words in 20 
1/David Russ.ell, "Opinions of Experts About Primary Grade Basic Reading 
.Programs," Elementary School.Journal (June, 1944), 44:602-609. 
2=,/Si.ster M. Dorothy and Sister Rita Cecile, "A Vocabulary Anaiysis of 
Recently Published Pre-primers," Journal of Educational Research 
(October, 1946), 40:116-125. 
J../Clarence R. Stone, "A Vocabulary Analysis of Recently Published :J;>re-
primers,11 Jo\trnal of Educational Research (October, 1946), 40:1116-1125. 
~/Gross, op. cit. 
preprimers ;i.n 1940. 
1.1 
Stone· summarizes ~he vocabulary changes· to 1950: 
"Due to the statistical studies of readers and the 
appearanc~ and use of standard primary word lists, there 
has bee~ progr-.ess.ive decrease in the ·wide variation o·f the 
vocabularies of different· ·series of primary readers; and 
of different books. Vocabulary control for the pre-primer 
period has b.een further aided by the recent common practice 
of having two or more pre-primers in a series of primary 
readers." 
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2/ 
Kearney';- vocabulary analysis of first grade basal readers in 
1950 showed a total of 750 different words in 42 preprimers and 1,400. 
different words in 38 primers. He observes: 
"It appears certain from the study reported her.e 
that there is rather widespread agreement that reading 
vocabulary should be limited to certain words, and that 
a high degree of repetition is de.sirabl.e." 
'}./ 
In 66 preprimers Gentry found a total of 600 different words, 
250 of which appeared in three or more of the books and 125 in nine or 
more. 
fi/ 
Garb.er compared the vocabulary o.f three reading systems to dis-
cover the amount of overlapping in vocabulary and the common words in 
!/Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading~ Webster PubJishing 
Company, St. Louis, 1950, p. 99. 
£/Nolan C. Kearney,_ "An Analysis of the Vocabulary of First Grade Read-
ing Material," Journal of Educational Research (March_, 1950), 43:492. 
1/Lillian Gentry, "A Study of the Vocabulary Load of Sixty-six Pre-
Primer.s, 11 Journal _of'' :Educational Research (March, 1950), 43:525-532. 
fi/F. C. Gar~er, A Comparison of the Grade One Vocabulary of Three 
Basal Re~ding Systems: The Curriculum Foundation Series, The Reading 
Foundation Series, and the Ginn Basic Readers, Unpublished Ma.ster's 
Thesis,'Boston University, 1952. 
I 
I 
lo 
I 
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the thre~ syst~ms. There were manywords common to the Curriculum 
Foundation Series and the Ginn Basic Readers, and many common to the 
Curriculum~oundation Series and the Reading Foundation Series on each 
of the three r~ading levels. 
1.1 
Garber write.s: 
''The previous conclusions tend to show that there is a 
trend toward a .core vocabulary in the first grade reading 
books. As the reading groups progress through the different 
reading levels, the core widens to include many supplementary 
words and books for the bright groups, while providing a care-
fully controlled basic core for the low groups." 
2:.1 
Reeve attempted to establish the relationship of the basal 
vocabularies of seven primary reading series. His results were: 
"1. A total .of 633 different words were introduced. 
(Proper names~ pets and toys were omitted.) 
2. A total of 109 words were common to all the seven 
series and additional words appeared in six of the 
seven series, making a total of 150 words common 
to six or more of the series. 
3. The total number of new words introduced in all 
the basic pre-primers of the seven series totaled 
115 words. Sixty-six words or 57 per cent of thess 
words were included in the 101 common to all seven 
s.eries·. 
4. Two hundred and thirty-one of the 633 different 
words appear.ed in only one of the series." 
1/Garber, op. cit., p. 72. 
J:./0 .. R .. Reeve, "Vocabularr o_f Seven Primary Reading Series," 
Elementary English (April, 1958), 35:237. 
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3. Reading Success in Relation to Mental Age 
The role of mental ag~ in predicting reading success hafo been 
studied by educators~ and results are not always consistent. 
1.1 
Kent proposes that many factors of reading readiness are part 
of an intelligence test. An intelligence test specifically designed 
for the primary grades is often in effect a readiness test. An in-
telligence·or a readiness test may be used to predict reading success. 
2:.1 
Lee contends that a reading readiness test appears to be 
superior to an int~lligence test in predicting success in first grad~ 
reading. 
:J.I 
Dean experi~nted with two reading readiness tests and found a 
slightly higher correlation when either of the two tests was combined 
with mental age. 
4/ 
According to Artley,-
"Numerous studies have shown the relation between intel-
ligence and reading ability. Depending on the type of meas-
uring instrument used, the correlations usually run between 
1/Helen Kent, An Evaluation of a Test for Predicting Reading Success 
in Grade One or Validation of a Prognostic Test for Reading Aptitudes, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
' 
?:.I J. Murray Lee,. Willis W. Clark, and Dorris May Lee, "Me~suring Read-
ing Readine.ss," Elementary School Journal (May, 1934), 34:656-666. 
,2./Charlea D.·Dean, "Predicting First Grade Reading Achievement," 
~lementary School Journal (April, 1939)~ 39:609-616. 
!J:../IL Sterl Artley, "Influence of SpecifiC. Factors on Growth in Inter-
pretation.: Mental Capacity, Language Ability and Experiential Background, 11 
Conference on Reading: Promoting Growth Toward Maturity in Interpreting 
What Is Read, Univ~rsity of Chicago Press, Chicago, '1951, p. 19. 
,60 and .75. [Therefore] the child who is high in 
intelligence is also likely to rank high in reading." 
1/ 
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McMahon used readiness and intelligence tests as bases for pre-
diction~ and states: 
"There vtas indication that a child's mental age was 
of assistance in estimating his probable success or failure 
in grade one, since the correlation between mental age and 
reading achievement had a prognostic value of 20 to 24 per 
cent better than chance." 
2:.1 
Berwick was concerned with possible prognostic value of certain 
tests 1 and said: 
"Ther~ was a.n indication that a knowledge of a child v s 
mental age was an aid in estimating his probable success or 
failure in reading, as the correlation between mental age 
and reading achievement has prognostic value of about 13 per 
cent better than chance." 
2/ 
Morphett and Washburne found that the probability of success in 
reading was greatly increased if a child had reached at least a mental 
age of six before beginning reading. 
!±I 
Robinson agrees with Morphett and Washburne in stating that a 
mental age of 6.5 years or more is conducive to reading success. 
Furthermore, she says: 
1/Katherine A. McMahon, Prediction of Success in First Grade Achieve-
ient from.Readiness and Intelligence Tests, Unpublished Mastervs 
Thesis, Boston University, 1954, p. 43. 
J:./Mildred M. Berwick, An Evaluation of the Prognostic Values of Certain 
Pre-reading Tests to Reading Achievement, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1947, pp. 46-47. 
3/Mabel v. Morph~tt and Carleton Washburne, "When Should Children Begin 
}:o Read?" Elementary _School Jou:r;nal (March, 1931), 31:496-503. 
0'Helen M, Robinson, "Factors Which Affect Success in Reading, 11 
Elementary School Journal (Janua~y, 1955), 55:263. 
"By postponing the teaching of reading until children 
~each a mental level of six and one-half y~ars, teach~rs 
can greatly dectease the chances of failure and di~courage~ 
ment and corr~spond~ngly increase their ~fficiency. 11 • 
!I 
Howev~r 1 Robinson adds this comment~ 
tt., •• exp~rience reveals that many children with mental 
ag~s of s~x pr less do learn to read if they possess strengths 
not measured by the intelligence tests and if teaching is 
carefully adapted to their needs·'' 
'1:.1 
Gavel· fe~ls that variations in the degree and significance of 
17 
mental age to r~ading achievement could be due to the techniques used 
in te~ching re~ding and the methods used to test reading. In her 
study, correlations between mental ag~ and reading achievement were 
highe~~ when the be~t instr~ction was prGvid~d~ and lowest when the 
poorest instruction was given. 
3/ 
Gat~s and Bond- repp~t: 
"When one st~dies the range of lll{!ntal ag~s from the 
lowest to th~ highest in relation to reading achieve~nt, 
there appears np ·suggestion of a crucial or .critical point 
above which very few fail and below which relatively large 
proportion fa;.L" 
When abstract intelligence is related to school achievement, 
. !!I 
Hinkelmann found the correlation for reading is the 1 per cent lev~l 
!/Robinson> op. cit. 
2/Sylvia Gavel, Patterns of Growth in First Grade Reading, Unpublished 
D9ctoral Dissertation~ Boston University, 1957! ' 
~/.Arthur I. Gates and Guy L. Bond, "Reading Readiness: ,A Study of the 
Factors Determining Su~cess and Failure in Beginning Reading," 
Teachers College Record (May, 1936), 37:680. 
f!/E. A. lUnkelmann, "Relationship of Intelligence to Elementary School 
Achieve~nt," Educational Administration and Supervision {March, 1955), 
41: 176-lt9. .. . .. 
,·', 
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of significance. 
1.1 
Clark considers m?ntal age more important in determining read-
ing success in grades two and three than in grade one, as shown by the 
following critical ratios: 
Grade one ,19 
Grade two 1.07 
Grade three 1.17 
2:.1 
Harrington asserts: 
uThere is a slight and positive relationship between 
mental age and reading achievement (grade two). The differ-
ence of the mean .scores of those obtaining high scores and 
those obtaining low scores on the Otis test is 3.2 and the 
critical ratio i,s .50. · · 
"In the partial correlation analysis there is no rela-
tion between mental age and reading achievement .•.• It is 
little better than chance that there is a real difference 
in reading achievement of children who have a higher mental 
age." 
2/ 
Mack concluded that a high positive relationship ~xists between 
mental age and reading achievement in grade five. 
!±I 
Kent contends tha.t a significant correlation between mental age 
and reading achievement does exist; however~ mental age is no guarante~ 
of success in r~ading. The mental age can help determine an approach 
1/Elizabeth M. Clark, A Study of the Effect of Selected Factors on 
Reading Achievement 'in Grades One, Two, and Three, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1954, p. 56. 
£/Sister Mary James Harrington, The Relationship of Certain Word 
Analysis Abilities to Reading Achievement of Second Grade Children~ 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1953, p. 126. 
l/Esther Mack, An Investigation of the Importance of Various Word 
Analysis Abilities in Reading and Spelling Achievement, Unpublish~d 
Master'f Thesis, Boston·University, 1954. 
r 
!±/Kent, op: cit. 
0 
0 
0 
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to teaching by limiting the kinds of skills children can be expected 
to learn, 
1.1 
Stone reported a study by Steinbach in which factors thought to 
be involved in first grade reading success were investigated. Stone 
reports~ 
nFifty-seven per cent: of the children beginning 
reading below ~ix and a half years of age did achieve 
success up to and above the norm of 1.9 by the end of 
the year. Even 10 per cent of the boys and 12 per cent 
of the girls less than six and a half years mentally 
succ~eded in making a reading-grade score of 3.1 or 
more.'' 
2/ 
Murphy and Junkins- reaffirm~ 
"The rate of learning to read i~ not correlated 
perfectly with mental ability. The fact that many chil-
dren of normal m~ntality and good sensory equipment fail. 
to make normal progress in reading suggests that there 
are special abilities which affect the learning ~ate. 
Two such special abilities appear to be auditory and 
visual discrimination of word elements •11 
ll 
Allen wa~ concerned with factors in first grade reading success 
and gives these data~ "Intelligence is one factor in first grade read-
ing achievement. The correlation of intelligence and reading was .454. 11 
!:±.I 
Gates and Bond investigated the mental age.factor in reading 
success and made this statement of results: 
!/Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading, Webster Publishing 
Company, St. Louis, 1950l p. 265. 
1/Helen At Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins., "Increasing the Rate of 
Learning in First G;rade Reading, 11 E.ducation (September, 1941),. 62:.37. 
1/Ruth J. A~len, The RelationshiR of Readiness Factors to First Grade 
Reading Achievement, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1959, p. 109. 
!:±.(Gates and Bond, op. cit, 
"Correlations of mental age with reading achieve-
ment at end of the year were about .25. The teaching 
was mostly mass instruction, with parhaps less than 
average attention to individual differences." 
ll 
In summarizing, Gates and Bond stress this point~ 
"The study emphasizes the importance of recognizing 
and adjusting to individual limitations and needs before 
and after the beginning of reading rather than merely 
changing the time of beginning." 
2:./ 
Gates was interested in the relationship of mental age and 
reading success when different methods and materials are used. He 
states the evidence~ 
"In the first of the groups compared, in which modern 
and effective instruction, well adjusted to indivi~ual dif-
ferences, was provided, a mental age of 5.0 appears to be 
20 
sufficient. A s·econd group was found in which the minimum --
reading age was about a half-year higher. A third group 
required a mental age of about 6.0 years, or one full year 
higher. In a fourth group, representing the opposite extreme 
of the first, children with a mental age of 6.5 fared none 
too well, and some of those with mental ages of 7.0 or above 
had difficulty. Of the latter, 36 per cent failed to exceed 
the national norms. 11 
'}../ 
Gates discusses the implications of the data! 
"These representative data point rather convincingly 
to certain conclusions concerning the relation between 
mental age and success in beginning reading. In the first 
place, they indicate clearly that statements concerning 
the necessary mental age at which a pupil can be entrusted 
to learn to read are essentially meaningless. The age for 
learning to read unde.r one program or with the method em-
ployed by one teacher may be entirely different from that 
required under other circumstances. 11 
1/Gates and Bond, op. cit., p. 684. 
~/Arthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading," 
Elementary School Journal (March, 1937), 37:506-507. 
l/1E.!&. 
However, he issues a warning against misinterpretation of his 
1.1 
conclusions: 
11The. foregoing concll;lf?ion ~hould not be interpreted 
to imply that mental age is of no sig~ificance in learning 
to r~a4. In the s~vera1 groups studi~d in this article, 
the correlations b~tween mental age and reading were .62, 
.55, .44, and .34, respectively. These coefficient~ sho~ 
•.•. a substantial ~ut variable relation between mental age 
and rec?ding achievement. 11 
2:.1 
Gates considers his most important fin~ing is: 
11 
•••• the fact that the correlations between mental 
age and reading achievement were highest in classes in 
which the best instruction was done and lowest in those 
in which the poorest instruction was provided. More spe-
cifically, the magnitude of the correlation seems to vary 
directly with the effectiveness of the provision for indi-
vidual differences in the classroom. 11 
4. Sex Differences in Reading Achievement 
21 
Researchers have investigated the differences in school achieve-
ment of boys and girls. There is evidenc~ that boys differ from girls 
in readiness for reading, 
3/ 
Carrol~ tested 500 boys and girls to determine the important 
factors in readiness for reading. All significant differences in 
scores favored the girls. Of the tests given, 24 favored the girls and 
14 favored the boys. Carroll drew the f9llowing conclusion: 
11Statistically significant sex differences appear 
during the reading readiness period. Since they exist 
1./Gates, op. cit. 
2/Ibid. 
-~
liM. W .. Carroll, Sex· Differences in Reading Readiness, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941~ p. 41, 
0 
0 
0 
before formal ~eaching takes place, it is rea~onable to 
bel~ve that such·differences appearing later in any 
mea~urement of achievement are not due to teaching alone." 
1.1 
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DeMichelle analyzed the data from the Murphy-Durrell Diagnostic 
Reading Readiness Test given to over 2,600 children at the beginning 
of the year in grade one and concluded: 
"1. Girls showed a marked .superiority in auditory dis-
crimination. There was a difference of 4.35 between 
the mean of the boys and the girls~ and a critical 
ratio of 4.2. 
2. Girls showed a marked superiority in visual discrim-
ination. There was a difference of 1.98 between the 
mean of the boys and the girls, and a critical ratio 
of 4.4. 11 
2:./ 
Durrell considers, 11The fact that differences appear early in 
grade one would lead one to suspect basic differences in boys and girls 
in readiness for reading." 
2/ 
Prescott compared Metropolitan Readiness Test results of boys 
and girls and found a critical ratio of 2.14 in favor of the girls. 
He anno~nces: 
"When beginning first grade boys and girls are matched 
a~cording to chronological age, the Metropolitan Readiness 
Test performance of girls is somewhat superior to that of 
boys." 
There is a lack of consistency in the superiority. of girls over 
boys when chronological age is used as a basis of comparison. 
!/Anna DeMichelle, Sex Differences in Reading Readiness, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1949, p. 35. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, World Book Company, 
Yonk~rs-on~Hudson, New York, 1940, p. 281, 
:J../G. A. Prescott,. "Sex .Difference~ in Metropolitan Readine.ss Test 
Results,n Journal of Educational Research (April~ 1955), 48:610. 
0 
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ll 
McFarland studied c~rtain readinS$5 factors in ·relation to auc-
cess in r~ading ac·hievement and obs-erve'd ·that· ·girls ate superior in 
visual discrimination~ QUt show·no $ignificant difference in auditory 
,. .. 
discrimination. 
2:.1 
Burt analyzed achievement tests in relation to mental tests and 
concluded that girls have a slight superiority to boys at almost ev~ry 
age,, the greatest difference being between ages six and seven. 
2./ 
Lincoln reported that the Gray Oral Reading tests were given to 
300 children in grades one through eight and that the data show the 
girls have ~ome superiority over boys in oral reading and in speed of 
. . . 
silent reading. The gir1s 1 achievement was one fourth to one half a 
grade above the boys'. 
!J:../ 
Donnelly tested 370 children at three-month intervals in grade 
one. The difference$ favored the girls at each ~asuring period, 6.81 
words, 12.9 words, and 5.3 words for three, s~, and nine mpnths, re-
spectively. 
il 
Durrell cited two studies which indicate the differences of boys 
!/M. E. M~Farland, The Relationship of Readiness Factors to Success in 
Beginning Reading, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Univeraity, 1947. 
~/Cyril Burt, Mental and Scholastic Tests, ~ondon County Council, 
London, 1921. 
3/E. A. Lincoln, Sex Differences in the Growth of American School 
Children, Warwick and York, Inc., New York, 19.27. 
~/Hel~n E. Donnelly, A Study in Word Recognition Skills in Grade One, 
Unpublished Master's Thesi,, Boston University, 1932. 
1/Durrell, op. cit. 
24 
and girls in reading achievement. In the first study Stanford-Binet 
Intelligence Tests were administered to 1,030 children. Ten per cent 
of the girls we~e retarded in reading, and 20 per cent of the boys 
were similarly retarded. In the second study the Durrell-Sullivan 
Reading Capacity Test was used to test 6,000 children. Nine per cent 
of the girls and 18 per cent of the boys wer¢ retarded in reading. 
1.1 
Stone reported from Steinbach's study concerned with factors in 
success in first grade reading, "Of the 300 first-grade children 75 
~de reading scores from grade 3.1 to 5.2. Two thirds of these superior 
readers were girls.n 
'1:.1 
Samuels paired 453 boys and girls on the basis of mental age, 
compared them by t~sting and ratings, and reported: 
11 Sex differences in favor of the girls great enough 
to have a s.tatistical significance wer.e found between the 
random samples in mental ages, intelligence quotients, 
drawing test scores~ teachers' ratings~ and scores on the 
Monroe Aptitude Test." 
ll 
Cole stated: 
11The complete non-readers, aside from mental def.ectives; 
are almost exclusiv~ly boys. In some remedial groups there 
are seven boys to every girl, and the proport.ion is never 
less than 7 to 3. Throughout their school car~er boys are 
1I!,fer:f,or to girls· in anything pertaining to language---reading, 
spelling, composition, foreign language,_ literature--and boy,s 
are superior to girls in anything mathematical or scientific." 
1/Clarence R. Stone, Progress in Primary Reading, Webster Publishing 
Company, St. Louis, 1950, p. 262. 
2:_/Fra Samqels, "Sex Differences in Reading .Ach;levement, 11 Journal of 
Educational Research (April, 1943), 36:594. 
3/Luella Cole, The·,Elementary School Subjects, Rinehart & Company, 
_New York, 1946, ( p ~ 160: i'! 
I 
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1./ 
Cling; -et al. ··were intere·stect·in· the relationship of· reading· 
capacity·to rea:ding·-achi-evement .· ·"They ·reported· that ··girls tend to have 
higher grade equivalent scores in reading achievement than boys. More 
boys read below grade level than girls. 
2:.1 
Harris stated that boys constitute about two thirds of the 
milder reading disability cases and 75 to 90 per cent of the severe 
reading cases. 
2.1 
Clark criticized past studies on sex differences in school per-
formance for being too restrictive as to age, grade2 testing devices, 
and number of cases. He a·sserts: 
11Most of these previous studies have analyzed differ-
ences between optained scores with little or no effort to 
control such factors as chronological age when analyzing 
differences in mental ability, or mental ability when 
analyzing for differences in achievement performance. 11 
Clark analyzed eight measures of mental ability and six measures 
of achievement of children in a nation-wide, second-stage sampling of 
75 boys and 75 girls in grades three, five, and eight. Statistical 
controls were used to eliminate the effects of both chronological age 
and mental ability in testing achievement differences between boys and 
!±I 
girls, He reports: 
1/Evelyn Cling and Franklin Arnis, Relation Between Reading Capacity 
and Reading Achievement of Pupils in Grades 2-6, Unpublished Master1 s 
·Thesis 1 Boston University, 1950. · 
2/Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability, Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York, 1956. 
2_/Willis W. Clark, 11Boys and Girls: Are There Significant Ability and 
Achievement Differences?u Phi Delta Kappan (Novem.bet, 1959), 41:75-76. 
0 
0 
0 
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I 
"An acceptable conclusion appears to be that for 
reading and arithmetic there is no basic difference in 
the performance of boys and girls .. 
"Sex differences in the area of general intelligence 
do not exist. 
"Girls were superior in mechanics of English and in 
speiling tests. 
"Differences in achievement in the basic skill areas 
of reading and arithmetic were not found. It follows that 
we must look toward the instructional materials area, 
toward interest, and toward other educational factors when 
we .find differences in performance." 
Reading interests and habits of boys and girls differ somewhat. 
1.1 
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Russell found that "Boys are more interested in non-fiction and tend 
to do mpre magazine and newspaper reading. Girls, however, read more 
than boys in terms of total time spent in reading." 
2:.1 
Witty and Lehman report studies at high school level which sug-
gest a stronger liking for book-reading on the part uf girls than on 
the part of boys. 
Educators and psychologists have offered many reasons for the 
differences which exist between girls and boys in reading achievement. 
'}_! 
Cannon suggests: 
"The girl is inhibited and restricted to a greater 
degree than the boy from a very early age. Therefore) the 
1/David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and co·mpany, Boston~ 
l949, p. 62. 
:£:./Paul-Witty and Harv.ey Lehman, "Some Suggestive Results Regarding Sex 
Differences in Attitude Towar9. School Work, 11 Education (April, 1929), 
49:449-458. 
'I 
1/W. B. Cannon, Bodily Changes in Pa!n, Hunger, Fear, and Rage, 
Appleton and Company) New York, 1920l p. 14. '" 
restrictions of the school may not react unfavorably upon 
her, for she has become accustomed to a certain amount of 
restriction by the time she enters school." 
1:.1 
Witty and Lehman stress: 
"The female is more amenable to repression than the 
male. In school both boys and girls are required to sup-
press certain of their desires. The deprivation attendant 
upon school activities are probably less objectionable to 
girls than to boys •..• They may explain the girls' fond-
ness for reading, for this activity provides an indirect 
avenue of escape from the restraints of home and school." 
'1:.1 
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Fisher predicates that the emotional life of the sexes is dif-
ferent due to bony structure, muscles, and internal glands~ and gene.ral 
constitutional vitality, the female being the fitter of the two sexes. 
He says~ 
"Because the male has an average metabol.ic level about 
10 per cent higher than the female, biologically as well as 
socially, he is the more active and aggressive and combative 
member of society •11 
ll 
On the other hand, Fisher .emphasizes, HThe differences between 
men and women may in ~ny cases be simply the outcome of tradition and 
education. 11 
!±I 
An investigation made by Johnson ;revealed a discrepanc~ between 
the actual achievement of boys in high school on .standardized achieve-
ment tests and reputed achievement as ahown by class grades. Johnson 
!/Witty and Lehman 1 op. cit., p. 455. ; 
£/Dorothy C. Fisher, "Our Children, 11 The Child Study Association of 
America, Sidone M. Gruenberg (Ed.), Viking Press~ New York, 1932, p.·45. 
1/JM..£. 
(±/G! R. Johnson1 ·"Girls Do Better than Boys in School, 
11 School and 
Society (March,\1938), 47:313-314. 
suggest.s that 
"Thi$ disc~epancy •.•. is due mainly to the rating which 
boys obtain in classes taught by women •••• To correct this 
condition it is recommended that teache~s study their methods 
and materials of instruction scientifically with a view to 
making them as suitable to boys as they are to girls." 
1.1 
Durrell suggests: 
"G.irls 1play .school' more often than boys and thus re~ 
ceive extra practice; girls spend more hours in voluntary 
reading; boys have other more satisfying activities and 
therefore find reading dull." 
~/ 
Cole called attention to the fact that boys mature physically 
28 
more slowly than gi~ls~ and th~refore they enter school almost a year 
behind the girls in physical growth. Since boys are visually, mentally, 
and emotionally more immature than girls, they find more difficulty in 
learning to read. 
2.1 
Harris says: 
"Boys tend, even in pre-school years, to spend more time 
on large-muscle activities, while girls spend more of their 
time in sedentary activities. Feminine practice in weaving, 
sewing, doll play may be advantageous in developing good close 
vision and fine manual skills. Probably these differences are 
partly constitutional and partly due to differences in upbring-
ing; in either case, they are important." 
fi/ 
Fisher states: 
"Boys and· girls develop at different rates, and any 
e~ucation which lumps them all together without taking ac-
count of sex differences is unscientific, just as is any 
e~ucation of a group of boys, or a group of girls, as the 
case may be, which does not take into account their differ-
ences in ability, in temperament, and in degre.e of maturity." 
.!/Durrell, op. cit., p. ·281. 
2_/Harrts, op. cit., p. 27. 
~/Cole., op. c1.t. 
fi/Fisher, op. cit., p. 47. 
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The results of studies on the extent and significance of the 
differences in reading achievement between girls and boys are not al-
ways in agreement, but suggest that these differences have cultural as 
well as biological causes. 
5. Word Practice 
The need for building a basic sight vocabulary has been stres$ed 
by many authorities. 
]) 
Berry affirmed the necessity of sight vocabulary mastery when 
she said, "The larger the number of words which a child recognize~ 
quickly and accurately at.sight, the greater is the likelihood that he 
will understand the text fully." 
2) 
Durrell stated the main task in reading instrpction in primary 
grades aE\ "· •.. building a .secure and wide .sight vocabulary, so that the 
child can handle the creative task of building images and ideas from 
the words the author use.s." 
3/ 
Harri~ made a similar statement: 
"At \=he present time it is recogpized that compre-
hension is the major goal in reading instruction, but that 
good comprehension cannot be achieved by one who has failed 
to develop skill in word recognition." 
1/Althea Berry, Development of Reading Voc~bulary and Word Recogni-
tion, The Forty.-eigpth Yearbook of the National S~ci~ty for the Study 
of Education, Part II, University of·Chicago Press, Chicago, 1949, 
p. 183. 
~/Durrell, op. cit., p. 193. 
l/Harris, op. cit., p. 315. 
1/ 
Bond and Tinker maintained: 
"The---·importanc·e o-f· forming-·the ·habit ·o-f·-rapi-dl'Y 
re.cognizi.ng known -words; -rather than··studying···each word 
enc01lntered ..• ;c-atmot ire -emphasi.z-ed too strongly. The · 
child .. who·· fails to buHd a large sight vocabulary and 
who t;fo,es not have the habit of--recognizing the.se at a 
glance cannot hope to b~come an a:ble reader." 
'];./ 
According to Burton, training in .skills must be .systematic 
rather than incidental in nature: 
"Drill is necessary in school if for no other r~ason 
than the time factor. Skills must be attained .•.. more 
rap-idly than they ever could be by incidental and acci-
dental practice." 
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Th~po~ition of many is that mere ·repetition alone will not pro-
1/ 
duce de~irable learning. Burton suggested that errors may be prac-
ticed with repetition, that repetition may hamper the later development 
and use of a skill, and that a teacher may be unaware of the actual 
activities of the pupil during exercises involving repetition. 
!±I 
On the basis of studies in practice, Kruger suggested that 50 
per cent overlearning is highly economical from the point of view of 
the le~gth of retention obtained. 
One of the first people to study the distr~bution of practice as 
1/G. L. Bond and M. A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties: Their Diagnosis 
and Correction, Appleton and Company, New York, 1957, p. 269. 
1/William H. Burton~ The Guidance of Learning Activities, Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Inc,, New York, 1952, p. 558, 
1/~., pp. 555-556. 
!±/W. C. F. Kruger,. 11The Effect of Overlearning on Retention," Journal 
of Experimental Psychology (1929), 12:71-78. 
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1_/ 
a learning factor was Ebbinghaus. Thorndike discusses Ebbinghaus's 
results: 
"Ebbinghaus found that the same amount of time spent 
in learning a series of nonsense syllables gave greater 
efficiency when distributed over three days than when con-
centrated on one." 
1:./ 
Pyle reported that children were presented a series of nonsense 
syllables at three-second intervals. One repetition a day was compared 
with two, four, and eight repetitions. One repetition a day produced 
the most effective learning. 
Pyle reviewed evidence that a 10-minute practice period per day 
yielded the most efficient learning when compared with periods of 5, 
20, and 40 minutes. He concluded: 
"A certain amount of practice at one time is efficient 
in fixing a habit; more practice at the same time, without 
intermission, does no good, is time wasted as far as the 
fixing of the habit is concerned. 
" •... that practice periods for children should be 
short, 5 to 10 to 15 minutes per day, depending upon the 
nature of the learning and how fatiguing it is. 11 
2./ 
Kingsley described research undertaken by Horland in 1940 on 
the effectiveness of massed and spaced practice in learning three lists 
of nonsense syllables of differing lengths. Distributed practice was 
superior to massed practice in learning results. 
1/E. L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Learning, Vol. II, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1913, p. 195. 
1/W. H. Pyle, The Psychology of Learning, Warwick and York, lnc,, 
New York, 1928, p. 52. 
1/Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning, 
< Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1946. 
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Studies on practice attest to the importance of meaningful associ-
ations in efficient practice. 
ll -
Johnson reports findings of Archilles: 
"In her study of memory span Archille.s found that, for 
both recall and recognition, the material richest in associ-
ations, was remembered most easily ••.. Richness of associa-
tion is, then, a factor of importance in the kind of retention 
necessary for reading," 
£._/ 
Reed described an early experiment by Ebbinghaus made with 
''paired associates," Pairs of words which had meaning to the learner 
were learned more quickly than those without meaning, 
11 
Burton summarized the place of meaning in practice: 
"One does not learn through drill ..• , Learning in 
truth, preceded drill. Drill cannot enter until something 
has been learned to some degree ••.. Some meaning and in-
sight must precede drill, but meaning and insight are also 
extended during the progress of drill •••• Understanding 
or meaning in some degree must be attained before drill can 
be of value. 
"Varied practice by itself yields meaning but not pro .. 
ficiency; repetitive practice by itself yields efficiency 
but not meaning. 
"Intelligent, meaningful, attentive, repetitive prac-
tice will increase the usefulness of the learning which is 
repeated." 
4/ 
Hildreth- made an analytical study of how one child learned words 
];./M. S. Johnson, "Factor.s Related to Disability in Reading," Journal 
of Experimental Education (September, 1957), 26:13? 
-£._/H. B. Reed, "Meaning as a Factor in Learning," Journal of Educational 
Psychology (September, 1938), 29:419-430. 
l/Burton, op. cit., pp. 556-559. 
!!,/Gertrude Hildreth, "An Individual-Study in Wo:trd Recognition," 
Elementary School Journal (April, 1935), 35:616. 
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and concluded that meaning is stronger in word learning than perception. 
'From the experience of examining the word r,ecognition difficulties 
. 1/ 
and confusion& of many children in grades four, five, and six, Baker-
asserted that it is important to give meaningful practice so that the 
child will always associate meaning with words. 
'1:.1 
Betts said~ 
"Vocabulary development involves two highly interrelated 
factors~ word recognition and word meaning. Word recognition 
skills cannot be developed successfully in isolation from 
meaning." 
2/ 
Berry emphasized the need to combine meaning with word form for 
successful word recognition! 
"Recognition and meaning are two interrelated aspects of 
the problem of reading vocabulary •••• Meaning aids recognition, 
and in turn accurate, rapid recognition of familiar words as-
sists in securing the meaning of a new word in a sentence." 
!:J:..I 
Burton expressed the importance of the functional learning sit-
uation to meaning when he said: 
11Skills have no meaning themsralves separate from func-
tional situations •••• The prime corollary is that skills 
to be learned must be met first w~thin, and derived from a 
functional or meaningful situation. The skills are then 
meaningful to the learner; this alone will reduce the time 
and energy necessary to develop facility." 
]:/Norma Baker, "Confusion in Word Recognition,Jt Elementary School 
Journal (June, 1945)~ 45:575. 
'1:./Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading tnstruction, American Book 
Company, New York, 1946, p. 577. 
1/Berry, op. cit., p. 172. 
4/Burton, op. cit., P• 557. 
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ll 
Jen-sen· i.mticated ·that·meani.ng in practi·c·e .. is essential so that 
a skill learned·can be transferred more readily to a new situation. 
The importance of motivation in obtaining sufficient effort and 
attention for economical learning has been considered by investigators. 
:?:.1 
Bryan and Harter wor~ed in telegraphic sending and receiving 
practice. They said: 
"The fact which seems to be highly significant is that 
years of daily practice in receiving at ordinary rates will 
not bring a man to his own maximum ability to receive. The 
proof of this fact is that men whose receiving curve has been 
upon a level for years frequently will rise .to a far higher 
rate when forced to do so. in order to secure and hold'a posi-· 
tion requiring the higher skill .••. 
"One conclus.ion seems to stand out'from all these facts 
more clearly than anything else, namely, that· in learning to 
interpret the telegraphic language~ it is intense effort which 
educates." 
11 
Kingsley examined the nece~sity of motivation for attention: 
''Repeated encounters with an external situation or part 
of a situation are not likely to produce learning when they 
bear no relation to the individual purpose, interest, task, 
or problem, arid f~r that reason do not claim attention." 
!±I 
Burton observed that "Recent experimentation indicates that group 
learning, if prope~lY. applied,. many times is mo~e .successful than indi-
vidual learning." 
1/B. T. Jensen, nThis Thing Called Practice,,. Peabody Journal of Edu-
cation (January, 1956), 33:221-226. 
2:,/w. L. Bryan and N. Harter, "Studies in the Physiology and Psychology 
of the Telegraphic Language," Psychological Review (1889), 6:345-375. 
1/Kingsley, op. cit., p. 241. 
f±/W. H. Burton, "Basic Principles in Good Teaching-Learning Situations," 
Phi Beta Kappan (March, 1958), 39:245. 
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1.1 
Burton summarized the general principles which should underlie 
practice or drill: 
11 1. Practice should be only upon materials susceptible to 
automatization. 
2. Practice must be meaningful. 
3. Practice ~ust be on things acquired. 
4. Prac.tice periods at first will have a large diagnostic 
emphasis. 
5. Fractic& for speed must be subordinated for practice for 
accuracy at first and the two progressively balanced. 
6. Practice periods should be short and distributed over a 
period of time. 
v. Practice p~riods should be lively, interesting and pleasant. 
8. Practice should proceed under some pressure. 
9. Practic~ .time and effort s.hould not be wasted on accessory 
and non-essential processes. 
10. Practice proceeds best under a small amount of emption. 
11, Progre.ss should be apparent to the pupil. 
12. Practice procedures should make liberal use of mate~ial 
prepared by teachers and pupils, but comme~cially prepared 
materials are in many cases useful and legitimate." 
Many have attempted to determine the effect on reading skills of 
meaningful, graded context clues and quick-perception techniques. 
2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 
Nugent,~ Sullivan,- Smith,- Gardella,- and Maiorano- reported sig-
!/William .F. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, Appleton-
. "Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, ·pp. 564-565. 
1/Hazel J. Nugent) An Evaluation of Word Recognition Exercises for 
Grade One~ Unpublished Master's Thesis., Boston Univer.sity, 1940. 
liRuth A. Sullivan, The Construction and Evaluation of a Systematic 
Review of Vocabulary in Beginning Reading, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1946. 
~/G. Smith, Development and Evaluation of a Quick Percepkion Method in 
Beginn~ng Reading, ~npublished Master's ~hesis, Boston University, 1941. 
2./Dora R. Gardella, A Systematic Review of Preprimer and Primer Vocabulary 
Through Words Flashed in Context, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1946. 
~/D. Maiorano, An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method for Systematic 
Review of Primer Vocabulary, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, 1945. 
• 
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nificant gains. 
In 1956 and 1957 a serie.s of studies was conducte.d to evaluate the 
effect of meaningful practice on word recognition in grade.s one, two, 
and three. Mu~tiple-response techniques with whole-class participation 
were used. Reading achievement was measured by th~ Detroit Word Rec-
ognition Te.st. Summary of the results follows. 
. ll 11 3/ 
Ash, et al,, Berger, et al., and Cox, et al.- reported sig~ 
ni~icant gains, 
!!I :J.I 
Bothwell, et al, and Hilbert, et al, evaluated silent reading 
.exercises in grade two, The differences in gain between the experi-
mental and control groups were not statistically significant, 
§./ 
Barry evaluated silent reading exercises in grade three which 
resulted in a significan_t; gain, 
1/Dorothea J~ Ash, et al., Development and Evaluation of Silent Reading 
Exercises for Grade one, Unpublished Master'1s Thesis, Boston University, 
1956. 
2/Ruth J. Berger, et al,; The Development and Evaluation of Exercises 
in Meaningful Word Practice in First Grade, Unpublished Ma~ter's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
1/Barbara A. Cox, et al,, The Development and Evaluation of Exercises 
for Meaningful Word Practice in Grade One, Unpubli.shed Master's Thesi.s, 
Boston University, 1956, 
~/Joyce Bothwell, et al~, The Development and Evaluation of Exercises 
for Meaningful Response in Reading in Grade Two, Unpublished Master's 
The~is, Boston University, 1956. 
5/Carmela Hilbert, et al., The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises 
for Quick Silent Reading Response in Grade Two, Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston University, 1956·. 
§./Helen Barry, Meaningful Vocabulary Practice in Third Grade Reading, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
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11 
Bradley investigated the effect on reading achievement of mean-
ingful word practice in grade two in pairs and under teacher direction. 
Both groups made significant gains. 
The research indicates the importance of meaning in providing 
adequate practice in word recognition exercises. This study is an 
attempt to evaluate a ~.eries of such exercises for g;rade one. 
1/Mary Agnes Bradley, The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises for 
Providing Meaningful Practice in Second Grade Reading, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1957. 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In o~der to conduct the study it was necessary to develop a 
series of lessons, to secure a population, and to evaluate the les~ons. 
The Lessons 
As the Scott F9resman basal s~ries is used in the school systems, 
it was decided to limit the vocabulary to 158 words of the three pre~ 
primers and the first primer of this series. The outline of the les-
L?Ons follows . 
Vocabulary 
Preprimer . • 1~2-3-5 
Primer Unit I • 0 • 3-4-5-6-7 
Primer Unit II • t!: • • • 0 0 • . 5-6-7-8-9-10-12 
Pr,imer Unit III . . . . • 11-13-14-15-16~17 
Primer Unit IV and r~view of the 
total vocabulary • • • • • • • 18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-
26-27--28-29-30 
Each person in the seminar group built six lessons. All the i58 
' / 
words wer~ included in each series of six lessons, as~uring a minimum 
of five repetitions for every word. The total number of repetitions 
ranged from five to thirty-seven. The alphabetized list with the num-
ber of repetitions may be found in th~ appendix. 
-38-
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The lessons were planned to use multiple response techniques. 
The two major ones being: yes and no responses and 1, 2, 3 cards. 
The list of· the thirty lessons as they were pr.esented follows. 
Table 1. List of 30 Lessons 
Lesson· Response Vocabulary 
1 yes, no .single word 
2 yes, no phrases 
3 1, 2 categories--can and cannot 
4 y.es~ no phrases 
5 yes, no singl,e word 
6 yes, no single word 
7 yes, no phrases 
8 1, 2, 3 rhymes 
9 yes, ~o questions 
10 1, 2, 3 phrases 
11 1, 2, 3 opposites 
12 want and went complete the sentence 
13 1, 2, 3, 4, 
and colors dramatize 
14 yes, no ph~ases 
15 1_, 2, 3 categories--to do, to sa,y, 
to see 
16 1, 2, 3 rhymes 
17 y~s, no phrases 
18 1, 2, 3 cat~gories--work, play, 
tells where 
19 2, 4 how many 
20 1, 2, 3 phrases 
21 ye,s, no opposites 
1 22 1, 2 categories--house, horse 
23 yesJ no phrases 
24 1, 2_, 3 questions 
25 y.es, no can this be true? 
26 1, 2 ca.tegories--children, 
chickens 
27 yes, no phras.es 
28 1,' 2 categories--pet, school 
29 yes, no phrases 
30 1, 2 categories--where, went 
\ 
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Samples of the-various types of lessons ar~: 
Lesson No. 3 Can and Cannot 
.Materials: 
A. Teacher:· 1. Flash cards with ph_ra,ses on them, 
2. The words can and cannot written on the board 
-
with the numbers 1 and 2 printed under them. 
B. Children: 1. The number 1 and 2 flash cards, for each child. 
Directions to the class: 
"Boys and girls, I would like you to look up at the board. Let 9s 
read these two words together. They are: ~ ~nd cannot. Hold up 
your 1 card; that will stand for ~; now hold qp your 2 card; that 
will mean cannot. 
"lam going to show you a card w;i.th some wo:t;"dl? on it, Read it to 
yourselves, then if you can do it, hold up the #1 card; if you cannot 
.......-
do it, hold up the 112. Let's try one for practice. Ready? 11 (Write 
on the board: eat a toy.) "Yes, 112 is correct because we cannot (move 
finger under the phrase and read it together) eat a toy." 
I 
"We will try once more. (Write on the board: jump up.) Oh, you 
are right again because we can jump up (read the phrase out loud to-
gether); so, 1Fl is the correct answer. Now we are ready to begin." 
Lesson No. 9 -- Rhyming the Ending Word 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Flash cards with rhyme printed on the back and three 
words with correspondin~ numb~rs 1, 2, 3 under the 
words, printed on the front of th~ cards. 
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B. Children: E~ch pupil has a 1, 2, 3 flash card. 
Directions to the class: 
"I. will read a ·short rhyme aloud to you,. leaving the last word 
out. Then I will ho.:j.d up a card with thr.ee words printed on it. I 
would like you to read them to yours~lf and choose the rhyming word. 
Then look underneath that word and see what number it is and hold that 
number card up. Let· 1s try one for practice. (Write on the board: 
family, for, fun.) ~ead this aloud: Let's all run. 
_,_ 
1 2 3 
we will have --· (pause) 
Yes, the numb~r is 3 and the word is: (run your finger under it) 
Let's all say it: fun. we will try one ~ore. (Write on the board: 
put, pets, pl~ase.) Read this aloud: Jane is the one who gets (emphasize) 
1 2 3 
To choose h~r favorite ____ . 
(pause a moment until ~he class responds) You are right, the number 
is 2 and the word, everybody, is? pets. Now we a;i-e ready to start." 
Lesson No. 11 -- Opposites 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Flash cards with the word that is spoken to the 
class, and th~ oppo.site of it printed on the pack; 
ana the choice of the three words and their corre.s-
ponding numbers printed on the front. 
B. Cpildren: Each has 1, 2, 3 flash cards. 
Directions: 
"Boys and girls, do you know what opposite means? It means not 
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alik~, or very different. For example, if I said h2!, what would the 
opposite be? That 1 s right, cold. 
~
Let's try one on the board. Thh 
time I will say the word and you look on the blackboard and r~ad to 
.· . 
yours.elves the three words. ···~Tffen choose the word which is the oppo-
site from the word that I said, look under that word to find the num-
ber, and hold up that number card. Ready? (Have this written on the 
board: red, black, yellow.) (Say the word: white.) Which one of 
1 2 3 
these words is the opposite? Choose the right numb~r. (Pause). Yes, 
#2 is the correct number. Let's say the word together: black. We 
will try one more for practice. (Write on the board: mother, make, must) 
1 2 3 
(Say the word: fat~er.) Find the word which is the opposite and hold 
up the correct number. (Wait for a moment.) You are right, the number 
is 1, Let's say the word together: mother. Now we are ready to begin. 11 
Lesson No. 12 -- Want or Went 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Sentence cards. 
B. Children: want and went cards for each child. 
-.....- -
Directions: 
Write on the board: Mother home. I toys. Say to the 
class: ''Today, we ar.e playing a game to make good sentence.s by showing 
which word, want. or went, belongs on the blank line." Point to (Mother 
---..- -.--
____,_ home.) and say, nRead this silently. 11 Children hold up went card. 
11What does it say? 11 Children read, 11Mother went home." Point to 
• 
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(I __ toys.) and say, "Read this silently." Children hold up ~ 
card. '''What does it say?" Children :read, ''I want toys." "Remember 
to look at your neighbor's card if you do not know the answer. Begin 
now." 
Lesson No. 13 -- Dramatization 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Flash cards 
B. Children: 1~ 2, 3, and 4 cards; red, yellow, blue, black, and 
white colored square,s. 
Directions: 
"Today, children, I'd like to see how well you can act. Each 
time I hold up a word, I want you to do anything you can think of to 
give me a hint of what the word is. For example, if the word is a 
color or a number, you could hold up your color or number card. If it 
is a word like ~un, you could run right beside your desk. Anything 
you can think to do. Let 1 s see how well you can act. Look at your 
neighbor if you do not know the word. Let 1 s try the first word." 
Hold up ~· (Class holds up number 4 card.) "What does it say?" 
(Class says~.) Etc, 
Lesson No. 16 -- Riddles 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Flash cards with riddle printed on the back and three 
words with numbers 1, 2, 3 under each. 
B. Children: 1, 2, 3 cards. 
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Directions: 
"Today, boys and girls 1 I am going to read a riddle to you. I 
want you to read the card that I will hold up with three words on it, 
and .. decide which of the three words is the answer to the riddle. Each 
' . 
word will have a numb~r 1, 2, or 3 under it. You will tell me the cor-
rect answer to the r~ddle by holding up either the 1~ 2, or 3 card, 
depending on which number has the correct word above it. Let's try 
one riddle for practice. (Write on the board: duck, cow, rabbit. 
1 2 3 
Read to the c. lass, "It is yellow and can make quacking noises; it is 
a . 
___,..... Answer,~· Good, class, are there any questions? If not, 
let's begin." 
Lesson No. 18 --. Categories 
Materials: 
A. Teacher: Phrase and sentence cards. 
B. Children: 1, 2, 3 cards. 
Directions: 
Write on the board, play, work, where. Say to the cla~;Js, "we are 
1 2 3 
going to play a game today, I will show you so~ words on cards. Read 
each word silently, If the card tells about ~, hold up #1; if it 
tells about ~' hold up ff:2; if it tells where something is, hold up ff:3." 
Sample 1: Write ~ there on the board. Answer: #3. '~hree is right 
because we know that in there tells about a place or where. What does 
it say!/ 11 In there • 
........ 
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• sample 2: WritetGirls play school on the board. l Answer: 1fol. 
'~eis right because when girls play the game of school, it is~· 
What does it say?" Girls play school. 
"Ready? Now we can begin the game." 
Lesson No. 21 ~- Make a Word 
Materials: 
A. Teacher; Flash cards with y~s, no answer printed on the back. 
B. Children: Yes, no cards. 
Directions: 
"For this lesson,_ I am going to hold up a card with two parts on 
it, that may or may not make a word. If they do go together to make a 
• 
word, hold up the ye.a card. If they do not, hold up the !!2. card." 
Example 1: "Let's try one for practice. Hold up the card with 
the words~ thing, (Pause a moment.) You are correct, ~ i~ the 
card to hold up, b.ecause something is a word.'' 
Example 2: Hold up the second card, good !!!Y• Pause, "You 
must be careful with that one. The answer is !!2.> it doe~n't fit to-
gether to make a wordp What would the correct word be? Good~by, 
.right, and this says good-by. (Write the changed word on the ~oard.) 
''Now we are ready to s tar't . " 
Population ..... 
3 
Superintendents and principals in four communities were consul.t.ed, 
and permission was granted to conduct this study. The four communities 
were in the vicinity of Boston. Each school had one or two experimental 
0 
0 
0 
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classes and one control class. There were elev.en classrooms in all, 
seven experimental and four control. The socioweconomic backgrounds 
ranged from very high to fairly low. A total of 233 children were iny 
eluded, with 79 in the control group and 154 in the experimental group. 
'Table 2 shows the distribution of chronological ages in months for 
both groups. 
Table 2. Distribution of Chronological Ages 
Interval 
93 .. 95 
90 - 92 
87 - 89 
84 - 86 
81 83 
7.8 - 80 
75 - 77 
72 - 74 
69 - 71 
Total 
Mean 
S.D. 
Control 
f 
6 
2 
19 
18 
25 
9 
79 
75.94 
3.72 
Exper~mental 
f 
l 
2 
3 
1 
6 
15 
36 
47 
43 
154 
74.56 
7.95 
The chronological ages for the control group ranged from 69 to 
86 months; 'With a mean age of 75.94. and a sta_ndard deviation of 3. 72. 
For the experimental group the range was from 69 to 95 months, with 
a mean age of 74.56 and a standard deviation of 7.95. 
Table 3 shpW$ the distribution of intelligence quotients for 
both groups. 
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Table 3. Distribution of Int~lligence Quotients 
Interval Control Experimental 
f f 
158 - 16.6 2 
149 
-
157 
140 - 148 2 
131 
-
139 3 3 
122 - 130 9 24 
113 
-
121 16 25 
104 - 112 23 42 
95 - 103 19 29 
86 - 94 5 17 
77 - 85 3 7 
68 76 2 
59 ,.. 67 1 1 
Total 79 154 
Mean 102.00 108.29 
S.D. 13.14 15.66 
The intelligenc~ quotients for the control group ranged from 59 
to 139, with a mean .of 102 and a standard dE~viat ion of 13 .14. The in-
telligence quoti~nts for the experimental gr.oup ranged from 59 to 166, 
with a mean of 108.29 and a standard deviation of 15.66. 
Evaluation 
Before beginning the lessons, the teachers who were going to par~ 
ticipate were consulted and the plan was carefully .explained to them. 
The control teachers continued with their regular teaching program, 
Each teacher was given typewritten directions explaining the aims and 
gen~ral procedures to follow when conducting the lessons in the class-
room. 
The lessons were given daily to the teachers to insure complete 
48 
understanding of the directions·; In this way, insight into the re~ 
actions and feelings of the teacher.s and clas.ses was obtained, as well 
as assuring that all le~sons were clear to them. 
The lessons were originally plann~d to last approximately five 
minutes. Because of varying class size and ability) the working time 
varied from five to ten minutes. 
The teaching period was interrupted occasionally becau.se of 
storms. Some teachers used two lessons daily during the final week 
in order to complete the program in the scheduled time. 
0 
0 
0 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The ~ata were analyzed to discover the effect of the practice on 
word recognition for (1) the total population, and (2) the boys and 
girls separately. 
Table 4 shows the comparison of the mean chronological age~ in 
months for the experimental and control gro~p~. 
Table 4. Mean Chronological Ages for Both Groups 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m .Diff.m 
.S.E.diff. C.R • 
Experimental 154 74.56 7.95 .64 
1.38 .76 1.81 
Control 79 75.94 3. 72 .42 
The chronological ages of the experimental group ranged from 69 
to 95 months, and for the control group from 69 to 86 months. 
The mean chronological age of the exp~rimental group was 74.56 
months, with a standard deviation of 7.95_, and for the control group 
75.94 months, with a standard deviation of 3.72. The critical ratio 
of 1.81 shows the difference is not statistically significant. It 
favors the control group. 
Table 5 shows the comparison of the mean intelligence test scores 
for the experimental and control group. 
-49-
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Table 5. Comparison of Mean Intelligenc.e Quotient_s 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Experimental 154 108.29 15.66 1.26 
2.52 1.94 1.30 
Control 79 102.00 13.14 1.47 
The mean intelligence score of the experimental group was i08.29, 
with a standard deviation of 15,66, compared with a mean intelligence 
score of 102.00 and a standard deviation of 13.14 for the control 
group. The c~itical ratio of 1.30 shows this difference is not statis-
tically significant. It favors the experimental group. 
Table 6 shows .t~ distribution of scores for the experimental 
and control groups on the Detroit Word R~cognition·Test, Form A! ~t 
the start of the study. 
Table 6. Distribution of Reading Scores on Test A 
Interval 
39 - 40 
36 - 38 
33 - 35 
30 - 32 
27 - 29 
24 - 26 
21 - 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
.12 - 14 
9 - 11 
6 - 8 
3 .. 5 
0 - 2 
Total 
Experimental 
1 
0 
0 
() 
1 
4 
1 
4 
7 
9 
16 
32 
34 
45 
• 154 
Control 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
6 
6 
12 
30 
21 
79 
0 
0 
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Tab_le 7 show.s the comparison of mean score.s for the experimental 
and control groups on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form A, a.t 
the beginning of the study. 
-Table 7. Comparison of Mean Scores on Reading·Test, Form A . 
Group No. Mean S.D. . Diff.m S.E.diff. c.R. 
Experimental 154 6.88 2.58 .62 
.99 .89 1.11 
Control 79 5.89 5.82 .65 
The ~cores for the experimental group ranged from 0 to 40 with a 
mean of 6.88, compared with a range of 0 to 32 and a mean of 5.89 for 
the control group. The critical r~tio of 1.11 shows this difference 
is not statistically significant. It favors the ~xperimental group. 
Table 8 shows the distribution of scores for the experimental and 
control groups on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form B, at the 
close of the study. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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0 Table 9 shows the comparison of mean scores for the experimental 
and control groups on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form.B, at 
the close of the study. 
Table 9. Comparison of Mean Scores on Reading Test, FormB 
Group No. Mean S.D. Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Experiment 154 17 0 71 9.36 .75 
3.30 1.18 2.79 
Control 79 14.41 8.22 .91 
The scores for both groups ranged from 0 to 40, with a mean of 
17.71 for the experimental group, compared with 14.41 for the control 
group. The critical ratio of 2.79 shows this difference ia statisti-
cally significant at the .01 level of confidence in favor of the ex-
0 perimental group. 
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Table 10 shows the distribution of scores' for ~he expe~imental 
group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test 1 Forms A and B. 
Table 10. Frequency Table--Experimental Groti? on Tests A and B 
Interval 
39 - 40 
36 - 38 
33 - 35 
30 - 32 
27 - 29 
24 - 26 
21 - 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
12 - 14 
9 - 11 
6 - 8 
3 - 5 
0 - 2 
Total 
Test A 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
4 
1 
4 
7 
9 
16 
32 
34 
45 
154 
Test B 
2 
4 
6 
5 
15 
12 
18 
6 
20 
20 
21 
10 
12 
3 
154 
Table 11 shows the comparison of the mean scores of the experi-
mental group on Test A and Test B. 
Table 11. Comparison of Mean Scores for Experimental Group 
Test No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
A 154 6.88 2.58 .62 
10.83 .97 11.16 
B 154 17.71 9.36 .75 
The mean .score on Test A was 6.88 compared with 17.71 for Test B. 
The comparison yields a critical ratio of 11.16, which is statistically 
significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
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Table 12 ~how~ the distribution of scores for the control group 
on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Forms A and B. 
Table 12. Frequency Table--Control Group on T~sts A and B 
Interval 
39 - 40 
36 - 38 
33 - 35 
30 - 32 
27 - 29 
24 - 26 
21 ,.. 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
12 - 14 
9 - 11 
6 - 8 
3 - 5 
0 - 2 
Total 
Test A 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
6 
6 
12 
30 
21 
79 
Test B 
1 
1 
2 
0 
1 
.6 
5 
10 
6 
17 
9 
13 
4 
4 
79 
Table 13 shows the comparison of the mean scores on Word Recogni-
tion Tests A and B for ~he control group. 
Tabl~ 13, Compariaon.o£ ~an Scores for Control Group 
Te~t 1\fo, Me.fln S,D, S,E.m Piff.m S,E•diff, C.R .. 
A 79 ,5,89 5,82 .-65 
8,52 1.12 7.60 
B 79 14.41 8.22 .91 
The mean score on Test A was 5,89 compar.ed w:Lth 14,41 for Test B. 
The comparison show.s a critical rat;l.o of 7 ,60, which i.s statistically 
significant at the , 01 1ev~1 of confidence·, 
• 
•• 
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Table 14 shows the comparison of mean gains of both groups. 
Table 14. Table of Gains 
Group S.E. Dif£. S.E.dif£. C.R. 
_Experimental 10.83 .75 
2.31 1.18 1.95 
Control 8.52 ,91 
The mean gain for the experimental group was 10.83 compared with 
8.52 for the control group. The critical ratio of 1.95 shows this. 
difference is statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence. 
Table 15 shows the distribution of scores for the boys and girls 
of the experimental group on Teat A. 
Table 15. Frequency Table--Experimental Boys and Girls on Test A 
Interval 
39 - 40 
36 - 38 
33 - 35 
30 - 32 
27 - 29 
24 - 26 
21 - 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
12 - 14 
9 - 11 
6 - 8 
3 - 5 
0 - 2 
Total 
1 
1 
0 
3 
4 
3 
8 
13 
19 
24 
76 
Girls 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
3 
6 
8 
19 
15 
21 
78 
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Table 16· sho~~ the comparison of the mean scares for the boys and 
girls of the ex~erimental group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, 
Form A. 
Table 16. Sex Differences on Word Recognition Test for the Experi· 
mental Group on ·Form .A 
Group No. .Mean S·•D. Diff.m S.·E·diff. a,R. 
Boys 76 6.37 5.94 .68 
1.02 1.17 .87 
Girls 78 7.39 6.03 .68 
The mean score for the boys of the experimental group on Test A 
was 6.37 compared with 7.39 for the girls. The critical ratio of ·.87 
shows this difference is not statistically significant. It favors 
the gi:t:ls. 
Table 17 is a frequ~ncy table showing the range of scores for the 
boys and girls of the experimental group on Test B. 
• 
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Table 17. Fr~quency Table--Experimental Boys and Girls on Test-B 
Interval Boys .Girls 
39 - 40 2 
36 - 38 1 3 
33 - 35 3 3 
30 - 32 1 4 
27 - 29 6 9 
24 - 26 7 5 
21 - 23 6 12 
18 - 20 5 1 
15 - 17 6 14 
12 14 12 8 
9 - 11 13 8 
6 - 8 5 5 
3 - 5 10 2 
0 - 2 1 2 
Total 76 78 
Table 18 shows the comparison of the mean scores for the boys and 
girls of the experimental group on the Detroit Word Recognition TestJ 
Form B. 
Table 1~. Sex Differ~nces on Word Recognition Test for the Experi~ 
mental Group on Form B 
Group N'o. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. 
Boys 76 15.73 8.76 1.01 
.63 1.46 
Girls 78 1.06 
C.R. 
2.32 
The mean score for the boys on Test B was 15.73 compared with 
19.60 for the girl~. This comparison shows a critical ratio of 2.32, 
which is statistically significant at tha .01 level of confidence in 
favor of the girls. 
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Table 19 shows the comparison of mean gains ,of the boys and girls 
of the experimental group from the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form 
A, to the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form B. 
Table 19. Tabls of Gains--Boys and Girls of Experimental .Gro~p 
Group Diff,m S.E. Diff. S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 9.36 1.01 
3.39 1.46 2.57 
Girls 12.21 1.06 
The difference in gain of the mean scores for the boys was 9.36 
compared with 12~21 for the girls. The critical ratio of 2.57 shows 
this difference in gain is statistically significant at the ,01 level 
of confidence. 
Table 20 shows the distribution of scores for the boys and girls 
of the control group on Test A. 
Table 20. Frequency Table--Control'Boys and Girls on Test A 
Interval 
30 - 32 
27 - 29 
24 - 26 
21 - 23 
18 - 20 
15 - 17 
12 - 14 
9 - ll 
6 - 8 
3 - 5 
0 - 2 
rotal 
Boy~ 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
4 
9 
16 
13 
48 
Girls 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
3 
14 
8 
31 
59 
Table 21 shows the comparison of the mean scores for boy~ and 
girls of the control group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, FormA • 
.. 
Table 21. Sex Differences on Word Recognition Test for the Control 
Group on FormA 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 48 6.06 5.87 .85 
.12 1.29 .09 
Girls 31 5.65 5.38 .97 
The mean ~core of the boys on Test A waa 6.06 compared with 5.65 
for the girls. This comparison yields a critical ratio of .09, which 
shows the difference ~s not statistically significant. It favors the 
boys. 
Table 22 shows the distribution of scorss for the boys and girls 
of the control group on Test B. 
Table 22. Frequency Table--Control Boys and Girls on Test B 
Interval Boys Girls 
39 - 40 1 
36 - 38 1 0 
33 - 35 1 1 
30 - 32 0 0 
27 - 29 1 0 
24 - 2p. 4 2 
21 - 23 3 2 
18 -·2o 5 5 
15 ,.. 17 5 1 
12 ~ 14 10 7 
9 - 11 5 4 
6 - 8 11 2 
3 - 5 1 3 
0 - 2 1 3 
Total 48 31 
Table 23 shows the comparison of mean scores for the boys and 
girls of the control group on the Detroit Word Recognition Test, 
F.orm B. 
Table 23. Sex Differences on Word Recognition for the Control Group 
on Form B 
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Group No. Mean S .D. Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 48 14.63 7.67 1.11 
1.40 1.94 .72 
Girls 31 14.16 9.07 .63 
The mean score for the boys for Teet B was 14.63 compared w.ith 
14.16 for the girls. The critical ratio of .72 shows this difference 
is not statistically significant. It favors the boys. 
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Table 24 shows the comparison of mean gains of the boys and girls 
of the control group from the Detroit Word Recognition Te$t, FormA, 
to the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form B. 
Table 24. Table of Gains--Boys and Girls of Control Group 
Group Diff.m S .E. Diff. S.E.diff. C.R. 
Boys 8.57 1.11 
.06 1.37 .04 
Girls 8.51 1.63 
The difference i.n gain of the mean scores for the bpys was 8,57 
compared with 8.51 for the girls. The critical ratio. of .04 shows 
this difference in ga~n is not st~tistically significant. It favors 
the boys. 
Table 25 shows the comparison of the ~ean scores on the Detroit 
Word Recognition Testl Forms A and B, for th~ girls of the experi-
mental group. 
Table 25. Comparison of Mean Scores for the Girls of the Experimental 
Group 
Test No. Mean S.D. Diff •m S .E.. diff. 0 .R. 
A 
B 
78 7.39 6.03 
78 19.60 9,39 
.68 
1,06 
12.21 1.26 
The mean score for the girls on Test A was 7.39 compared with 
9. 77 
19,60 on Test B. The critical ratio of 9.77 .shows thi.s differ~nce in 
~ain is statist.ically significant at the .01 leve.l of confidence. 
·ll 
I' 
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Table 26 shows tq~ comparison of the mean scores on the Detroit 
Word Recognition Test, Forms A and B, for th~ girls of the control 
group. 
Table 2·6. Comparison .uf Mean Scores for the Girls of the Control Group 
Test No. :Mean S.D. S.E.m Di!:f.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
.A 31 5.65 5 .'38 ,97 
8.51 1.15 7.40 
B 31 14.16 9.07 .63 
The mean score for the girls on Test A was 5.65 compared with 
14.16 on Test B'; The critical ratio of 7.40 sho~s this difference in 
gain is statistically significant at the .0~ level of confidence. 
Table 27 shows the comparison of mean gatns of the girls of the 
experimental and control groups from the Detroit Word Recognition Test, 
Form A) to the Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form B. 
Table 27. Table of Gains=-Girls of the Exp~rimental and Control Groups 
. Group Diff.m S.E • Dif:f •. S.E.diff. C.R. 
Experimental 12.21 1.06 
3.70 1.23 3.00 
Control. 8.51 .63 
The differenc~ in gain of the mean spores for the girls of the 
experimental group was 12.21 compared wi~h 8.51 for the girls of the 
con~rol group. The critical ratio of 3.00 show$ this difference in 
gain is statistically significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
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Table 28 show.s the comparison of the mean scores on the Detroit 
Word Recognition Teat, Forms A and B, for the boys .of the ~xperimental 
group. 
Table 28. Comparison of Mean Scor.es for the Boy.s of the Experimental 
Grpup 
Test No. Mean ·S.D. S.E.m Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
A 76 6;37 5.94 .68 
9.36 1.22 7 .6} 
B 76 15.73 8.76 1.01 
The mean score for the boys on Test A was 6.37 compared with 
15.73 on Test B. The critical ratio of 7.67 shows this difference in 
gain is statistically significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
Table 29 show~ th~ comparison of the ~anscore.s on the Detroit 
Word Recognition Te~t~ Forms A and B, for the boys of the control 
group. 
Table 29. Compari~on of Mean Scores for the Boys ,of the Control GrouP. 
.. 
Test No. Mean ·S.D. s .E.m. Diff.m S.E.diff. C.R. 
,A 48 6..06 5.87 .85 
8.57 1.39 6.16 
B 48 14.63 7.67 1.11 
The mean score for the boys on Test A was 6.06 ~ompared with 
14.63 on Test B. The critical ratio of 6.16 shows this difference in 
gain is statistically significant at the .01 level of confidence. 
• 
--., 
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Tab;Le 30 shows. the comparison of mean gains . .of the boy.s of the 
experimental and control groups from the Detroit W.ord Recognition 
·Test, Fprm A, to t~ Detroit Word Recognition Test, Foxm .B. 
Table 30~ Table of Gains--Boys of the Experimental and Control Group~ 
Group Diff.m S.E. Diff. S.E•.diff. C.R. 
Expe.rimental 9.36 1.01 
.79 1.50 .52 
Control 8.57 1.11 
The diffe:r-.ence in gain of the mean scores fO"r the b~ys of the 
experimental group was 9.36 compared with 8.57 for the boys of the 
-
control group. Th~ cri.tical ratio of . 52 ahows this difference in 
gain is not statistically significant. It favors the experimental 
gr.oup. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
\ 
:Th~ purpos.e of }:his study was to develop and evaluate exercises 
to increase word recognition skills through group r¢$ponses to·word 
meaning. 
TWo hundred and thir~y-three children in se~en first grade class-
rooms were included, 154 !n the experi~ntal group and 79 in the con-
trol group. 
A planned progrrunpf thirty exercises~ each lasting approximat~ly 
10 minutes~ was developed. The vocabulary included all words of the 
Primer of the Curric\llum Foundation Series. The number of repet_itions 
ranged f.rom five to one hundred and fiv.e, Reading achievement was 
measured before and after the lessons by two forms of the De~roit Word 
Recognition Test~ Forms A and B. Intelligence scores were taken from 
the school records. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. Word recognition abilities improved with the use of the 
maj:erials. 
a. Both sroups made gains. The mean gain of the experimental 
group was 10.83 and of the contr.ol, 8.52. This differenc,e 
in gain, favoring the expex:imental group, is s.tatistically 
significant at the .OS level of confidence • 
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2. The materials wer~ mo~e effective for girls th~n for boys. 
a. The mean gain of the girls in the experimental group was 
12.21 and of the boys~ 9.36. Thi~ diff~rence in gain~ 
favoring the girls~ is statistically significant at the .01 
level of confidence. 
b. -The mean gain of the gir l.s in th~ contro 1 group was 8. 51 
and of the boys~ 8.57. This difference in gain is not 
statistically significant, but it favors the boys. 
c. The mean gain of the girls in the experimental group was 
12.21 .and for .the girls in thta control group_, 8.51. This 
difference in gain is statistically significant at the .01 
level of confidence in favor of the girls in the experi-
mental gr«;mp. 
d. The mean gain of the boys in the experimental group was. 
9.36 and for the boys in the control group, 8.57. This 
difference in gain is not statistically significant, but it 
favors the boys of the experimental group. 
Suggestions for Furthe~ Study 
These exercises may be used with children working in pairs. I~ 
is also suggested that the seatwork exercises be developed from thes.e 
same les,sons. 
0 
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR TEACHERS 
Purp~_se 
The following lessons have been built to increase the speed of 
word recognition. The lessons are based on whole-class responses to 
word meanings. They are all teacher-directed exercises. 
There are thirty lessons arranged in the order of vocabulary 
presentation according to Scott Foresman. The vocabulary is taken 
from the Preprimers and the Primer~ Fun With Dick and Jane. 
Time 
-
The lessons are to be presented for fiv~ minutes per day for a 
period of six weeks. The lessons are arranged for this length of 
daily time. If the class finishes any one lesson in less than five 
minutes, the same lesson should be repeated. Timing starts after di-
rections and examples have been thoroughly explained. 
General Directions 
1. Scatter the bright children in with the slow. 
2. Questions to be r.ead and the responses are on the back of ~ach 
card. 
3. Repeat the directions as often as necessary for your class. 
4. Tell the children to read the lessons to thems~lves. 
5. After every silent response, ask the clas.s to read the card. 
Use the phrase, "What does it say?" Explain briefly the under-
standing behind each answer. 
0 
0 
0 
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6. If any child does not know the answers, tell him to look at 
someone's card near him. 
7. If there is no class response, tell them the answer and hav.e 
the class read the card. If ther~ are many wrong responses, 
repeat the same procedure. Do not allow the class to stumble 
continually. 
8. Children must be shown how to use the individual cards. One 
card is held up at a time. cards ar_e touched only when 
answering questions. 
9. Atmoaphere should be free. Spontaneous laughter should be ex-
pected. All class responses are in unison. 
10. The cards ~o not need to be in any set order within the lessons. 
Vocabular_y 
The lessons ar~ arranged according to the vocabulary presentation 
order of Scott Foresman Company. The exercises are divided into the 
following categories: '" 
A~l Preprimer words . . . lessons 1-2-3-5. 
Primer Unit I words. 0 0 . 0 . . lessons 3-4-5-6-7. 
Primer Unit II words . . . . . lessons 5-6-7-8-9-10,..12. 
:Pri~r Unit III words . le.ssons 11-13-14-15-16-17. 
Primer Unit IV words and 
review words • • • . . • • . . • • . lessons 18-19-20-21-22-23-
24-25-26-27-28-29-
30. 
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DIRECTiONS FOR LESSON I 
Materials: 
Teacher: Single-word cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards .Que~tions to be read are on the back of each card. 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "I am going to show you some words. Read 
each word silently to yourselves. If you believe what I tell 
you about each word, hold up the 'yes' card. Show me the 'yes' 
card. If you do not believe what I say, ho~d up the 'no 1 card." 
Example: Write ~ on the board. Say to the class, "Read this 
0 word to yourselves . 11 Ask, "Is this a piece of cheese?" 
... NO. "What does it say?" • PUFF. 
"Good! Puff is a little kitten, not a piece of cheese. 
Remember, if you do not know the answer, look at the 
card nearest you. Ready? Listen carefully." 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Type: Yes and No Technique 
Single-word exer~ise 
LESSON I 
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Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
1. come Can this eat a banana? No 
2. oh I heard my boots say this. No 
3. and Can this swing by its tail? No 
4. baby Is this a yellow ~ollipop7 No 
I 5. I Can you cook this? No 
6. little Can you eat this with ice-cream? No 
7. want Would this bite my finger? No 
8. here- Can you comb thfS7 No 
9. can Would you find tomatoes in this? Yes 
10. we Can you fry this? No 
11. on~ Can you catch this with a worm? No 
12. is Does this have horns? No 
13. three Can this give me a toothache? No 
14. big Can a g~ant be this? Yes 
15. two Can a puddle do this? No 
16. you Is this someone I know? Yes 
17. play Would you see one on a stage? Yes 
18. not Can you climb this? No 
19. it Can you be this in tag? Yes 
20. to Would I take this swimming? No 
21. make Can you do this with crayons? Yes 
•• Ca:rd.Shown 
22. red 
23, blue 
24. me 
25. the 
26. where 
27. find 
28; yellow 
29. in 
30. away 
31. runs 
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Question Asked Pupi.l Response 
Would you find this in the 
flag? 
Would you see this in the sky? 
I like this with mashed potatoes. 
Can-Father smoke with this? 
Would I like this for breakfast? 
Can Spot do this to me? 
Can you see this in the sun? 
Can this hide under my bed? 
Can you climb this? 
Could my stockings have these? 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
I 
I 
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D~RECTIONS FOR LESSON II 
Materials: 
Teacher: phrase catds 
Pupil: yes and no cards 
Directions: 
Say to the class, 11We are going to play a game today. I 
will show you some words on cards. Read each card silently. If 
the answer to what I ask is 'yes,' hold up the card 'yes'~.if 
the answer to what I ask is 'no,' hold up the card 'no.',. : 
Example 1: Write_run and play on the board. Say, 11Read these 
words to yourself. Can boys do this? 11 YES. 11What 
does it say? 11 RUN AND PLAY. 11Yes is right because 
boys can run and play. 11 
Example 2: Write look and see on the board. Say, 11Read these 
words to yourself. Can a boat do this? 11 NO. "What 
does it say? 11 LOOK AND .SEE. "No is right because a 
boat cannot look and see. Now we m~y pegin. 11 • 
' 
.· 
-~: .Yes and No.Technique 
Phrase Ex~rcise 
Title: Yes or No 
I 
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LESSON II 
Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
1. help Mother Can Jane do this? Yes 
2. look for Spot Can Dick do this? Yes 
3. make funny cookies Can Puff do this? No 
4. find Puff Can Spot do this? Yes 
5. run away When Mother calls, would Jane 
do this? No 
6. jump up and down Can a girl do this? Yes 
7. see Father Could a ball do this? No 
8. play ball 
9. Tim and Spot 
10. want something 
11. in a car 
12. Come here 
13. not for me 
14 .. Where is Dick? 
15. Oh, Oh! 
16. my work 
17. I can jump. 
18. Come to me. 
19. Jane and .Sally 
20. one, two, three 
.Do mothers usually like to 
do this? 
'I 
D.oes Sally pJ.ay with these? 
At Christmas time, do children 
feel this way? 
Does a cow eat here? 
Could Spot say this? 
If a man offered your father a 
wild tiger, would he say this? 
If Father was looking for Dick, 
would he say this? 
If surprised, would Puff say this? 
-Would Mother call her job at 
home this? 
Can a horse say this? 
If Mother saw a big fat mouse, 
would -she -say this? 
Do these have b~g· long ears? 
Are these names of colors? 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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DIRECTIONS.FOR LESSON III 
Materials: 
Teacher: 1. Flash cards with phrases on them. 
2. The words can and cannot written on the board with 
the numbers 1 and 2 printed under them. 
Pupils: The number 1 and 2 flash cards for each child. 
Directions: 
"Boys ·and girls, I would like you to look.up at the board. 
• 
1 Let1s read these two words together. They are: CAN and CANNOT. 
Hold .up your 1 card; that will stand for can. Now hold up your 
. ,__-
2 card; th~t will mean cannot. 
"I am going .to show you a card with some words on it. Read 
it to yourselv.es, then if you can do it, hold .up the /Fl card; if 
you cannot do it, hold up the #2 card. Let's try one for prac-
tice. Ready?" 
Example 1: Write on the board, eat a toy. "Yes, /F2 is correct 
because we cannot (move finger under the phrase and 
read it together) EAT A.TOY. 
Example 2: "We will try one more." Write on the board, jump up. 
"Oh, you are right again because we can JUMP UP. Read 
the phrase out loud together; so, #1 was the correct 
answer. Now we are ready to begin." 
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• LESSON III 
.-~: 1_, 2·Technique 
Categorie~ wr~tten on the board 
Can--1· Cannot--2 
Phrase Cards 
Card ,Shown Pupil Response 
play ball 1 
run a car 2 
help. Mother 1 
go for a ride 1 
come play 1 
look and see 1 
eat Puff 2 
jump a house 2 
want something 1 
ride a baby 2 
make blue 1 
work \ 1 
eat Father 2 
come to me 1 
~uess 1 
make a cookie 1 
run away 1 
make a boat 1 .. 
want a ·funny 2 
go to school 1 
• 
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Card Shown Pupil Response 
jump down 1 
ride a duck 2 
like a surprise 1 
go to school 1 
walk .under a ball 2 
say thank you 1 
laugh ~nd play 1 
stop boats 2 
Q 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON IV 
Materials: 
Teacher: !hrase cards 
Pupil: yes and no cards 
.Directions: 
Say to the class, "We are going.to play a game today. I 
will show you ~ome words on cards. Read each card silently. 
If the answer to what I ask is 'yes,' hold up the card 'ye~'; 
if the answer to what I ask is 'no,' hold up the card 'no.'" 
Example 1: Write eat and run on the board. Say, "Read these 
words to.yourselves. Can Spot do this?" YES. 
''Wha,t does it say?" EAT AND RUN. ''Yes is right 
b~caul?~ .Spot can eat and run." 
E_xample 2: Write jump up on the board. 
' . 
Say, "Read these wcfrds 
tQ yo1,1r~elve::?. Can a cookie do this?" NO. "What 
does it say?'' JUMP UP. "lio is right because a 
coold,e ca,nnot jump up! ~ow we may begin;" 
.. 
" . i(·. 
~: Yes and No Technique 
Phrases 
Ti.tle--More -Ye~r or· No 
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LESSON IV 
Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
1. ·We Come and Go Is this the name of one of our 
books? Yes 
2. in a boat Does Puff live here? No 
3. You find it. If you lost your shoe, would 
Mother say this? Yes 
4. to the house -When it rains heavily~ do children 
go here? Yes 
' 
5. lkttle baby Is this the biggest person in a 
family? No 
6. funny pets .Are Spot and Puff sometimes this? Yes 
7 0 eat a house Can Tim do this? No 
8. Guess What? Can a guessing game be called 
this name? Yes 
9. get the pets Can a father do this? Yes 
10. no cookies now When a child asks for cookies just 
before supper, would MOther say 
this? Yes 
11. I cannot jump. Would it be silly if Sally said 
this? Yes 
12. You said it. Is this the name of one of your 
school books? No 
13. not now If Jane wanted a cookie just 
before lunch, would teacher say 
this? Yes 
14. Sally's little car Can Father ride in this? No 
15. I will go. When Father asks.Dick .to go to the 
store, would Dick probably say this? Yes 
0 
0 
0 
.Card Shown 
16. eat you, too 
17 .. This is too 
little. 
18. ride with Father 
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Question·Asked Pupil Response 
If Spot is eating, can he do 
·this? No 
If a boy put on a baby's coat, 
would he say this? Yes 
Do children think it is fun to 
do this? Yes 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON V 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word flash cards 
Pupil: yes and no cards 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "Today you ar.e going to tell me whether or 
not you can feed the things that I hold up. Read each word 
silently. If you can feed the thing, hold up your 'yes' card. 
If you cannot feed it, hold up your 1no 1 card." 
Example 1: Write Mf on the board. Say, "Read this word to 
yourselves." Ask, "Can you feed this?" YES. "What 
does it say?" PUFF. . Say, "Good! Yes is correct 
because you can feed Puff.·" 
Example 2: Write ball on the board. Ask, "Can you feed this?" 
NO. "What does it say?" BALL. Say, "Good! No is 
correct because you cannot feed a ball.'' 
I 
~: Yes and No Technique 
single-word exercise 
Can you fe-ad this? 
Card Shown 
Father 
happy 
Spot 
can 
in 
pets 
with 
rabbits 
pigs 
cannot 
Puff 
Mother 
oh 
soon 
cow 
doll 
are 
family 
duck 
get 
horse 
LESSON V 
r.eacher's Question 
) 
Can you feed this? 
(asked each time) 
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Pupil Response 
Yes 
:tq'o 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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Card Shown Teacher's Question Pupil Response 
Sally 
all No 
.Tim Yes 
.did No 
who 
·Yes 
animal Yes 
'!!ibt 
' • i No 
to No 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON VI 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word cards 
Pupil: yes and no cards 
Questions to be asked are on the back of each card. 
·Directions: 
Say to the class,. 11 I am going to show you .s;ome words. Read 
each word silently to yourselves. If you believe what I tell you 
about each word> hold up the 'yes' card. Show me the 'yes' card. 
If you do not believe what I say, hold up the 'no' card." 
Example: Write Spot on the board. Say to the class, 11Read this 
word to yourselves." Ask, "Does this have a tail?" YES. 
11What does it say?" SPOT. ''Good! Spot is a dog and 
has a tail. Remember, if you do not know the answer, 
1 k h d ~ oo at t e car ·n~arest you. 
1tr 
fully." 
Ready! Listen care-
.. 
ll 
II 
II 
I 
tl 
Yes and No·Technique 
single-word ~xerc±se 
LESSON VI 
Card.Shown Question Asked 
1. cookies .Do these smell good? 
2. fun Does.Donald Duck have this? 
3. family ·Do you have one? 
4. this Can you chew this? 
5. too Can your tongue do. this? 
,I 
6. who Does this say, "cluck, cluck\!? 
7. now Can you put this between bread? 
8. eat Can you do this with pie? 
9. yes Can this eat you? 
10. four Can you count this? 
11. with This is my favorite hotdog. 
12. get Does this make you cry? 
13. pretty Is your mother this? 
14. thank Would Father's car say this? 
l 
15. out Can a light go this way? 
16. cannot Can this say, "moo, moo"? 
17. went Is this a bird? 
18. saw 
,\ 
.wou~a you put this 
'I., on your feet? 
19. what Do you ask this? 
20. quack .Can an animal say this? 
21. are Can this fly? 
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Pupil Response. 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Card Shown 
22. will 
23. please 
24. talks 
25. farm 
26. hello 
27. birthday 
28. barn 
29. new 
30. animals 
31. he 
32. ran 
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Question Asked Pupil Response 
-Would you eat this? No 
Can Dick say this? Yes 
Can babies do this? Yes 
.Can you put this in the freezer? No 
Can Father say this? Yes 
Do I have one? Yes 
Do you live here? No 
Can I make mud pies with this? 
.Do these live on a farm? 
Would this wear earrings? 
Would a horse do this? 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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DIRECTIONS·FOR LESSON VII 
.Materials: 
Teacher: phrase cards 
Pupil: yes and no cards 
Directions: 
Write Can you do it? on the board. Read this sentence with 
the class. Say to the class, 11I 1m going to try to catch you 
.today. I will show you some words. Read each phrase silently 
to yourselves. If you can do what the card says, hold up the 
'yes' card. If you cannot do what the card says, hold up the 
'no' card." 
Example: .Write eat mother on the board. Say to the class, 11Read 
this to yourselves. Show me your answer. What does 
the card say? 11 EAT MOTHER. "Good! You certainly 
cannot eat mother. Remember to be very smart. If you 
do not know, look at the card nearest you. Ready? 
Read carefully." 
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0 
LESSON VII 
~: Yes and No Technique 
"Can you do it?" 
phrase exercise 
\ 
Card.Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
1. have fun Can you do it? Yes 
(This question is to be 
2. hop away asked for every response.) Yes 
3. talk funny Yes 
4. eat Tim No 
5. ride a car No 
6. help cookies No 
7. say hello Yes 
8. guess what Yes 
0 9. play ball -Yes 
10. do something ,yes 
11. work here Yes 
12. thank mother Yes 
13. jump father No 
14. hop a house No 
15. thank rabbits No 
16. saw a horse No 
17. look up Yes 
18. go down Yes 
19. eat please No 
20. ride a doll No 
21. want here No 
0 
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-e 
Card Shown Question Asked 
' 
Pupil Response 
22. see me Can you do it? Yes 
23. find Puff 
-Yes 
24. help Jat,1e Yes 
25. run home Yes 
26. get away Yes 
27. guess who Yes 
28. say good-by Yes 
29. find soon Yes 
30. eat a barn No 
31. please Tim No 
32. want me Yes 
33. see my doll Yes 
34. ride all No 
35. make a cow ·Yes 
36. help a house No 
• 
DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON VIII 
.Materials: 
Teacher: sent~nce cards 
Pupil: yes and no cards for each child 
Dit'ections: 
Say to class, "Today we are going to play a game in which 
you will answer the questions by holding up,one of your cards. 
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If you do not know the answer, look at your neighbor's card." 
Example 1: "Watch while I write this on the board, Can I run? and 
then read it silently." Answer: YES. "Yes, you are 
right because I can run. What does it say?" Chil-
dr.en read "CAN I RUN? 11 
Example 2: "Watch while I write this o;n the board, Can guess 
jump? and then read it silently. '1 Answer: NO. 
"You are right because guess cannot jump. What does 
it say?" Children read "CAN GUESS JUMP?" 
Type: Yes and No Tec~ique 
Card-Shown 
Can cookies run? 
Can Tim jump? 
LESSON VIII 
Can the ball jump? 
Can cookies jump? 
Can Tim .run? 
Can the ball run? 
Can the boat jump? 
Can houses run? 
Can the house jump? 
Can something run? 
Can something jump? 
Can .cars jump? 
Can toys jump? 
Can the duck jump? 
Can the pig jump? 
Can the cow jump? 
Can ·the doll run? 
Can the doll jump? 
Can the home run? 
Can the home jump? 
Pupil Response 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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Card Shown 
Can Sally run? 
.Can the boat run1 
Can the baby run? 
Can Dick jump? 
Can Jane jump? 
Can Mother jump? 
Can Father run1 
Can Puff run? 
Can Spot run? 
Can we jump? 
Can the family j ump1 
Can pets run? 
Can toys run? 
Can rabbits run? 
Can animals jump? 
Can the horse jump? 
Can they jump? 
Can she jump? 
Can he jump? 
Can the animals r~n? 
Pupil Response 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
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-DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON IX 
~~ Rhyming the ending word 
Materials: 
Teacher: .Flash cards with rhyme printed on the back and three 
words, with corresponding numbers 1, 2, 3 under the 
words, printed on the front o£ the cards. 
Pupil~: 
,• 
1, 2, 3 flash card. 
Directions: 
"I will read a short rhyme aloud to you, leaving out th~ 
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last word. Then I will hold up a card with three words printed 
on it. I would like you to read them to yourselves and choose 
the rhyming word. Then look underneath that word and see what 
number it is and hold that number card up." 
Example 1: "Let's try one for practice." Write on the board, 
family, for, fun 
I • 1 2 3 
Read this aloud: "Let's all run ......,__, 
.We will have • 11 
--
Pause a moment. "Yes, the number is 3 and the 
word is (run your finger under it and say it all 
together) FUN." 
Example 2: "We will try one more." Write on the board, 
put, pets, please. Read aloud, "Jane's the one who gets, 
"1 2 j 3 
. To choose her favorite 
. 
-
II 
Pause a moment until the class responds. "You are 
right, the number is 2 and the word is PETS." 
e 
LESSON IX 
1~ 2, 3 Technique 
Three words to a card 
Card .. Shown 
guess, go, yes 
1 2 3 
now, no, new 
1 2 3 
find, fun, four 
1 2 3 
red, ride, ran 
1 2 3 
have, wanted, eat 
1 2 3 
yes, yell~w, ·you 
1 2 3 
put, pets, please 
1 2 3 
that, three, this 
1 2 3 
Question Asked 
Sally is funny, 
Oh) oh, .Q.h. 
See her run, 
Go, go, -:. 
~ook at Dick pat the ~· 
The cow runs away, 
Where is she ___ ? 
One, two, three, 
A cat ran up a tree. 
Add one~· 
Then you have ____ • 
Sit by my~. 
We will take a ____ • 
Take your~' 
and we will 
If you can guess, 
Then please say ___ . 
Jane's the one who gets, 
To choose her favorite ____ .. 
When you go away, 
I shall miss 
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Pupil Response 
1, go 
1, now 
3, four 
2, ride 
3, eat 
1, yes 
2, pets 
3, this 
Our friendly little talks like ____ 
family, for, fun 
1 2 3 
who, with, what 
1 2 3 
soon, stop, see 
1 2 3 
dog, do, doll 
1 2 3 
Let 1 s all B!!!_, 
We will have some • 
..........-
I am speaking to you, 
Can you .tell me_? 
The cop 
Said_. 
Through the fog 
Came a 
3, fun 
1, who 
2, stop 
1, dog 
Card Shown 
birthday, boy, bump 
1 2 3 
but, bump, ball 
1 2 3 
bow-wow, cluck-cluck, 
1 2 
hop-hop 
3 
too, talk, thank 
1 2 3 
barn, boat, big 
1 2 3 
hello, hen, help 
1 2 3 
find, family, fast 
1 2 3 
came, come, can 
1 2 3 
all, are, am 
1 2 3 
Question Asked 
¥~ fall o~ a stump, 
~ ,@..d~lie:: ,g~.a.......~, . 
-- ... .. --- ·~ -..-
In the hall, 
--There was a 
First the bird would stop, 
Then he'd do 
---· 
-The doll can walk, 
And she can ·. 
-
On the~' 
There is a ,___. 
In the pe,n, 
There is a_. 
The car past 
It was going ____ • 
In the middle of the game~ 
In she_. 
In the~' 
Is where they • 
--.,--
little, laughed, looked Mother cooked, 
1 2 3 
under, up, who 
1 2 3 
are, am, a 
1 2 3 
friends, fi~ds, fun 
1 2 3 
While Sally __ _ 
As it started to thunder, 
They ~11 ran ____ _ 
My name is~' 
That is who I _. 
He sends, 
Letters to his ----
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Pupil Response 
3, bump 
3, ball 
3, hop-hop 
2, talk 
I 
1, ba:rn 
2~ hen 
3, fast 
1, came 
2, are 
3, looked 
1, under 
2, am 
1, friends 
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DIRECTIOijS FOR LE~SQN.X 
Materials: 
Teacher: 11 three-word flash cards 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3 number cards 
.Directions: 
Say to the class, "Today I am going to hold up a card with 
three words on it. Each word will have the number 1, 2, or 3 
under it, I will say something about one of the words. You 
will show me which word I am talking about by holding up t~e 
number that is unde~ it. 11 
Example 1: Write on the board, Sally run Spot 
1 2 3 
--Say, "This is a little girl. 11 NUMBER 1. Ask, "What 
does it say? 11 SALLY. Say, 11Good! Number 1 is 
correct because Sally is a little girl. 11 
Example 2: Leave Sally run Spot on the board. 
1 2 3 
. Say, 11It has a tail. 11 N.UMBER 3. Ask, "What does it 
say?" SPOT. Say, "Good! Number 3 is correct because 
Spot hal! a tail. " 
0 
1, 2, or 3 Technique 
three-word flash card 
LESSON X 
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Teacher asks question or defines a word and child guesses 
which one. 
Card.Shown 
1 2 3 
get pet pr~tty 
duck do doll 
have hop home 
we went what 
fun find farm. 
you .yes get 
he me here 
thank .quack the 
is I in 
will we work 
saw said Sally's 
get pet pretty 
duck do doll 
have hop home 
we went what 
fun find farm 
you yes get 
he me here 
T~acher's Remark 
You call a garden this. 
This is an animal. 
Pupil 
Response 
3 
1 
You 1;pe in one of these. 3 
This means more than one person. 1 
This means the opposite of lose. 2 
What would you answer if I asked 
whether you liked lollipops? 2 
This ~s a person. 1 
This is a polite word. 
This word is a person. 
Your Daddy does this every day. 
This tells you who spoke in 
the story. 
You have to feed this. 
You can dress it. 
A rabbit can do this. 
This means to have gone. 
You have this when you play. 
This is a person. 
This means the opposite of 
there. 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
Card Shown 
1 2 3 
thank quack the 
is I in 
will we work 
saw said Sally's 
·Teacher v s Remark 
You might hear this noise 
near a pond. 
This means the opposite of 
out. 
This means more than one 
person. 
This shows that something 
belongs to Sally. 
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Pupil 
Response 
2 
3 
2 
3 
I 
I 
I'· 
0 I I 
II 
'I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I' 
:I 
II ,, 
II 
,I 
I' 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
0 II I I 
I 
II 
il 
'I 
'I 
II 
I' 
,I 
il 
'I j, 
'I 
II II 
II 
il 
I I 
0 
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DlRECTIONS.FOR LESSON XI 
·Ix.E!.~ Opposites 
Materials~ 
Teacher: Flash cards with the word that is spoken to the class, 
~h the opposite of it printed on the back and the 
choice of the three words and their corresponding 
numbers printed on the front. 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3 flash cards 
Directions: 
11Boys and girls, do you.know.what opposite means? It means 
not alike, or very different. For example, if I said 'hot,' what 
would the opposite be? Th~t 1 s right, COLD! 
"Let's try one on the board, .This time I will say the word 
and you look on the blackboard and read to yourselves the three 
word1. Then choone th1 word which in tho oppo1it1 of tha word 
th~t I i~id, look under th~t word to ~ind the number, ~nd hold 
YP t:h~t number egrd. Regdy?" 
Example 1: Havi thii written on the board; 1ed, blaak, yello!• 
1 2 3 
Say the word "white." "Which one of then word• :Ls 
the oppoaite? Choou the r:l.sht number." Pauu. 
"Yes, ~~2 il the correct numbar. r..et 1 s say the word 
together: BLACK. 11 
Example 2: "We w:Lll try one more for practice." Write on the 
board, mother, make, must. 
1 ,...- s-- Say the word 
1 father, 1 
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Find the word which is the opposite and hold up the 
correct number." Wait for a moment. "You are right, 
the number is 1. Let's say the word together: 
MOTHER. Now we are ready to begin." 
eoc-·· --·,~···· -~,Till> 
( 
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LESSON.XI 
~: 1, 2, 3 Technique t 
Opposites 
three words to a card 
1r Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response I, 
red, black, yellow white 2, black 
1 2 3 
mother, make, must father 1, mother 
1 2 3 
have, here, hello good-by 3, hello 
1 2 3 
there, the, that this 3, that 
1 2 3 
one, out, oh in 2, out 
1 2 3 
boy, bump, boat girl 1, boy 
8 1 2 3 
birthday, big, blue little 2, big 
1 2 3 
you, guess, yes no 3, yes 
1 2 3 
Susan, say, she he 3, she 
1 2 3 
dpg, doll, do cat 1, dog 
1 2 3 
go, quack, get come 1, go 
1 2 3 
dog, down, duck up 2, down 
1 2 3 
happy, he, here there 3, here 
1 2 3 
went, work, was play 2, work 
1 2 3 
e 
I 
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Card Shown 
cannot, children, car 
1 2 3 
Dick, dog, did not 
1 2 3 
on, out, oh 
1 2 3 
will, without, we 
1 2 3 
good-by, get, grandfather 
1 2 3 
our, under~ pretty 
1 2 3 
new, not, now 
1 2 3 
, family, fast, farm 
1 2 3 
Spot, soon, 
1 2 
stop 
3 
.. 
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Question Asked Pupil Reponse 
can 1, cannot 
did 3, did not 
off 1, on 
with 2, without 
grandmother 3, grandfather 
ugly 3, pretty 
old 1, new 
slow 2, fast 
go 3, stop 
• 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON,XII 
~: Fill in the blank, using sentences. 
Materials: 
Teacher: sentence cards 
Pupils: want and went cards for each child. 
Direct ions : 
Say to the class, "Today we are playing a game to make good 
sentences by showing which word--want or went--belongs on the 
blank line." 
' . 
Example 1: "W~tch while I write this sentence on the board, 
Mother_ home, and then read it silently. 11 
Answer: WENT. 11What does it say'/ 11 Children read 
MOTHER WENT HOME . 
Example 2: "Watch while I write this sentence on the board, 
I ____ toys, and then read it silently. Answer: WANT. 
"What does it say'/ 11 Children read I WANT TOYS. Say 
to class, "Remember to look at your ne~ghbor's card 
if you do not know the answer. 11 
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• LESSON:XII 
~: Fill in the blank, using sentences. 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
I two cars. want 
You a ride. want 
we __ a toy farm. want 
We one. want 
I to go down. ' I \want 
l 
I to help. want 
Look, what I 
-
0 want 
You a blue ball. want 
You red cows • want 
• 
I three pets. want 
we -.-- a big house. want 
I a new barn. want 
You that doll. want 
I __ a birthday. want 
~ We to talk. want 
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0 Card Shown Pupil Response 
Dick to eat. went 
I __ away. went 
Sally with me. 
_,..... 
went 
Father out. went 
He_ away. went 
She_ up. went 
This _ hop, hqp. went 
I for animals. went 
He for four balls. went· 
She to find you. went 
home? went 
0 They _ here. went 
They _ with you. went 
I to the house. went 
They _ home. went 
0 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XIII 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word cards 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3, 4 number cards 
red, blue, black, yellow, and white colored squares. 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "Today I 1 d like to see how well you can 
act. Each time I show you a word, I want you to do anything you 
can think of to show me what the word is." 
Example -1: Write ~ on the board. Say, "Show me what this 
says." RED SQUARE. Ask, "What does it say?" RED. 
Say, "Good! You showed me your red ·square." 
Example 2: Write three on the board. Say, "Show me what this 
says." WJMBER 3. Ask, ''What does it say? 11 THREE. 
Say, "Good! You showed me your number three card." 
Example 3: Write laughed on the board. Say, "Show me what this 
says. 11 LAUGHTER. Ask, "What does it say? 11 LAUGHED. 
Say, "Good! You showed me by laughing." 
• 
LESSON .XIII 
~: Action response 
single-word exercise 
Card Shown 
four 
down 
red 
run 
eat 
jump 
work 
up 
play 
blue 
one 
good-by 
hop 
black 
come 
talks 
two 
go 
look 
laughed 
yellow 
Teacher's Remark 
Do anything you can think 
of to show me what the word 
is. (This remark applies 
to every card.) 
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Pupil Response 
Whatever they 
see fit to do. 
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Card Shown T~acher's Remark Pupil Response 
stop 
funny 
little 
baby 
three 
big 
' 
white 
ride 
DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XIV 
Materials: 
Teacher: Phrase and word cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
. Directions: 
Say to the class, "We are going to play a game today. I 
will show you some words on cards. Read each word silently. 
If the answer to what I ask is 'yes,' hold up the card 'Yes'; 
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if the answer to what I ask is 'no,' hold up the card 'No.'" 
Example 1: Write hop home on the board. Say, "Read these words 
to yourselves. Can a rabbit do this?" YES. ''What 
does it say?" HOP HOME. Say, "Good! Yes is right 
because a rabbit can hop home." 
Exa~ple 2: Write play dolls on the board. Say, "Read these 
words to yourselves. Can a horse do this?" NO. 
"What does it say?" PLAY DOLLS. Say, "Good! No 
is right because a horse cannot play dolls." 
~: Yes and ~o Te~~nique 
phrases and words 
Title: Yes or ~o 
LESSON.XIV 
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Pupil 
Card Shown Question Asked Response 
1. go home 
2. inake toys 
3. Run home fast 
4. quack, quack 
5. ride a pig 
6. please 
7. thank you 
8. good-by 
9. ride a·horse 
10. Hello 
11. wanted who 
12. have fun 
13. she went 
14. all are happy 
15. he came here 
16. on a birthday 
17. a new saw 
18. go out 
Can Spot do this? Yes 
.Can some fathers do this? Yes 
If Puff met a big crocodile, would 
she do this? Yes 
Could a pig say this? No 
Could Mother do this? No 
When children want something, should 
they say this? Yes 
If Grandmother gives you a cookie, 
should you say this? Yes 
Can a pony say this? No 
Can a cowboy do this? Yes 
When children leave school, do they 
say this? No 
To play in the snow, can you wear this? ~o 
·Do children like to do this? Yes 
At school, can you play with this? No 
Does this tell about children at a 
birthday party? Yes 
On Christmas morning, do children say 
this about Santa Claus? Yes 
D.o you go 't~ick or treat' at this time? No 
Can Father cut wood with this? 
If children are sick~n a rainy day, 
should they do this? 
Yes 
No 
0 
Card Shown 
19. see animals 
20. cluck, cluck 
21. not so fast, 
Dick 
0 
0 
Question Asked 
At a zoo do children do this? 
Do dogs say this? 
If Dick rode his pony too fast, 
would Mother say this? 
111 
Pupil 
Response 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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.DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XV 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word flash cards 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3 number cards 
Directions: 
Write To Do 
1 
To Say 
2 
To See 
3 
on the board. Say to the class, 
"Today you are going to try to put the words I hold up into the 
right group. Group number 1 is things To Do. Group number 2 is 
things To Say. Group number 3 is things.To See. When I hold up 
a word~ you show me what group it belongs in by holding.up the 
group number. 
Example 1· Write Sally on the board. Ask, "What group does this 
go in7" NUMBER 3. "What does it say?" SALLY. Say, 
"Good! You held up number 3 because Sally ti.s some-
thing you can see." 
Example 2: Write.!:!:!!! on the board. Ask, "What group does this 
go in'?" NUMBER 1. "What does it say?" RUN. Say, 
"Good! You held up number 1 because run is some-
thing you can do." 
Example 3: Write hello on the board. Ask, "What group does this 
go in7 11 NUMBER 2. "What does it say?" HELLO. Say, 
"Good! You held up number 2 because hello is some~ 
thing you say. 11 
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LESSON .XV 
1, 2, or 3 Technique 
single-word exercise 
Categories: Things to do, Things to say, and Things to see 
Card Shown 
home 
stop 
cookies 
hello 
ride 
doll 
good-by 
cars 
laughed 
boat 
hop 
house 
bow-wow 
eat 
: 
see 
clue~ 
find 
kitten 
grandmother 
Teacher's Question 
Which group does it fit? 
To Do To Say To See 
1 2 3 
Pupil Response 
3 
1 
3 
2 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
2 
3 
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Card.Shown Teacher's.Question Pupil Response 
"' 
put 
pt ;, barn ~I 
' 
1 
3 
please 2 
3 
me 
2 
no 
animals 3 
thank 1 
quack 2 
something 3 
II 
.~. 
I 
I 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XVI 
~: Riddles 
Materials: 
Teacher: Flash cards with riddle printed on'the back and three 
words with numbers 1, 2, 3 under each 
Pupils:. 1, 2, 3 cards 
Directions: 
"Today, boys and girls, I am going to read a riddle to you. 
I want you to read the card that I will hold up with three words 
to yourselves, and decide which of the three words is the answer 
to the riddle. Each word will have a number 1, 2, or 3 under it. 
You will tell me the correct answer to the riddle by holding up 
either the 1, 2, or 3 card that you have, depending on which 
number has the correct word above it. Let's try one riddle for 
practice." 
Example 1: Write on the board duck, ~' rabbit. Read to the 
--y--- 2 3 
class, 11It is yellow and .can make quacking noises. 
It is a_ II Answer: DUCK. "Good! A'Ji'e there any 
I 
questions? If not, let's begin." 
0 
0 
0 
1, 2, 3 Technique 
Riddles 
,Three words to a card 
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LESSON XVI 
Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
pig, kitten, horse It is big and has four legs. We 
1 2 3 can ride on its back. It is a: 3, horse 
duck, cow, rabbit It is yellow and can make a 
1 2 3 quacking noise. 1, duck 
chicken, rabbit, pig ·This animal is little, has long 
1 2 3 ears and ~oes hop, hop. It is a: 2, rabbit 
Spot, hen, cow Which animal is a pet? 1, Spot 
1 2 3 
house, car, barn Where can we find animals? 3, barn 
1 2 3 
house, farm, barn Animals live on a 2, farm 
1 2 3 . 
eat, talk, laugh An animal can do this. 1, eat 
1 2 3 
Puff, horse, cat This animal is big. 2, horse 
1 2 3 
horse, cow, cat This animal is little. 3, cat 
1 2 3 
doll, Puff, pig It is big and fat. 3, pig 
1 2 3 
please, pets, pretty Animals we keep in the house 
1 2 3 we call • 2, pets 
baby, Spot, Tim A funny toy animal is 2, Spot 
1 2 3 
~ouse, barn, car We are animals too, but we 
1 2 3 live in a . 1, house 
talk, tail, Tom ;Many animals have L_. 2, tail 
1 2 3 
• 
0 
0 
'I' 
Card Shown 
eat~ ride, play 
1 2 3 
animals, all, are 
1 2 3 
bow-wow, cluck,cluck 
1 2 
pig, pony, pet 
1 2 3 
Jack, jump, quack 
1 2 3 
here, have, hens 
1 2 3 
run, rabbit, red 
1 2 3 
Question Asked 
Pigs are big and fat, they 
like to _ 
Horses, kittens, dogs, and 
cows are all 
-...---
A hen can go --------------
The children like to ride on 
the 
A big horse's name is . 
-
Cluck, cluck is the noise the 
makes. 
An animal with long ears and 
a wiggly nose is a ----
dogs, chickens, kittens The old mother cat had her 
in the barn. 1 2 3 
red, purple,, black The big barn was painted 
1 2 3 
horse, house, here We keep pets in the 
1 2 3 
first, funny, fast Many animals can run _. 
1 2 3 
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Pupil Response 
1, eat 
1, animals 
2, cluck, cluck 
2, pony 
1, Jack 
3, hens 
2, rabbit 
3, kittens 
1, r.ed 
2, house 
3, fast 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON.XVII 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
Questions to be read are on the back of each card. 
I {t 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "I am going to show you some words, Read 
each word silently to yourselves. If you believe what I tell 
you about each word, hold up the 'yes' card. Show me the 'yes' 
card. If you do not believe what I say, hold up the 'no' card." 
Example: Write mother on the board. Say to the class, "Read 
e this word to yourselves. II Ask, "Does this have a 
tail?" NO. "What does it say?" MOTHER. "Good! 
Mother doesn't have a tail. If you do not know the 
answer, look at the card nearest you. Ready? 
Listen careful}y." 
LESSON XVII 
Yes and No Technique 
Single-word exercise 
Card Shown 
1. home 
2. birthday 
3. she 
4. happy 
5. at 
6. stop 
7. bow-wow 
8. came 
9. our 
10. grandmother 
11. good 
12. grandfather 
13. pony 
14. white 
15. fast 
16. on· 
17. black 
18. hen 
19. kitten 
' 20. eat 
21. cluck 
·Question Asked 
Does this have a chimney? 
Do you have one? 
Is this an elephant? 
Does this have feathers? 
Does this wear a skirt? 
Can a bike do this? 
Can a giraffe say this? 
Is this a monkey? 
Can this .tell time? 
Can you shoot with this? 
Can baby be this? 
Does this have ears?· 
Do you want one? 
Can a cloud be this? 
Can a turtle go this way? 
Can this dance with you? 
Can this eat chicken? 
Can this wear shoes? 
Can this eat a mouse? 
Can this use a fork? 
Can an animal say this? 
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Pupil Response 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
J:i!'o 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
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0 Card Shown Question: Asked Pupil Response 
22. dog Can this chew a bone? Yes 
23. wanted Is this a sour pickle? No 
24. laughed Have you ever done this? Yes 
25. chickens .Do these live on a farm? Yes 
26. say Does this live in a birdhouse? No 
27. girl Does this have feet? Yes 
28. so Is this a little pig? N;o 
29. surprise Do you like this? Yes 
30. some Can this eat cake? No 
31. did Can this fly high? No 
32. for Would a kitten like this? No 
0 
Materials: 
Teacher: 
Pupils: 
Directions: 
DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XVIII 
Phrase and sentence cards 
,w. 
1, 121, 3 cards .~,.; 
Write on .the board play 
1 
work where. 
2 3 
121 
Say to the class, 
"We are going to play a game today. I will show you _some words 
on .cards. Read each word silently. If the card tells about 
~' hold up number 1; if it tells about work, hold up number 2; ' 
and if it tells where something is, hold up number 3. We will 
try some for practice on the board." 
~~ample 1: Write Girls play school on the board. Answer (1). 
"Number 1 is right because when girls play the game 
of 'school' it is play. i.'what does it say?" GIRLS 
PLAY SCHOOL. 
Example 2: Write In there on the board. Answer (3). "Good! 
Number 3 is right because we know that in there tells 
wher,e something is. What does it say?" IN .THERE. 
"Ready? Now we can begin the game." 
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LESSON.XVIII 
.~: 1, 2, 3 Technique 
Phrase categories (pla~--1; work--2; where--3) 
Card Shown PuEil Response 
I 
1. Play b.;tll. 1 
2. Run wit:h Spot. 1 
3. Make some cookies. 2 
4. T~ey ride the pony. 1 
5. Go home. 3 
6. That farmhou§e 3 
I 
7. I play house. 1 
8. Help at home. 2 
9. ·We help. 2 
10. Laughed at Sp~t. 1 
11. Do farm work. 2 
12. Put toys away. 2 
13. in the barn 3 
14. under the car 3 
15. Jump like pony. 1 
16. He helps,Father. 2 
17. on my £arm 3 
18. Work £or Father. 2 
19. Ran with Puff. 1 
20. to the house 3 
21. at school 3 
II 
il 
,1. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XIX 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word flash cards 
Pupils: 2 and 4 number cards 
.Directions: 
Say to the .class, "Today I would like to know how many legs 
the thing has that I hold up. If it has two legs, you will hold 
up your number 2 card. If it has four legs, you will hold up 
your number 4 card." 
Example 1: Write Dick on the board. Ask, "How many legs does 
this have'?" NUMBER 2. "What does it say'? 11 DICK. 
Say, 11Good! You held up number 2 because Dick has 
two legs." 
Example 2: . Write Puff on the board. Ask, "How many legs does 
this have'?" NUMBER 4. ''What does it say'? 11 PUFF. 
Say, 11Good! You h~ld up number 4 because Puff has 
~ "• 
four legs. 11 
I 
'I 
II 
•II 
0 
0 
2 and 4-Technique 
single-word exercise 
~ESSON XIX 
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How many legs do these animals or people have? 
Card Shown .Teacher's Question Pupil Reap~nse 
Dick How many legs does it have? 2 
(The same every time) 
Father 2 
rabbit 4 
pigs 4 
girl 2 
pony 4 
Tom 2 
.cat 4 
children 2 
chickens 2 
cow 4 
2 
hen 2 
boys 2 
dog 4 
duck 2 
Jack 2 
horse 4 
Susan 2 
Puff 4 
Sally 2 
I ' 
Card Shown 
Spot 
doll 
Mother 
kitten 
grandmother 
.Tim 
grandfather 
Jane 
baby 
Teacher 1 s Question 
125 
Pupil Response 
4 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON .XX 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word cards 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3 cards 
.Directions: 
Write on the board Someone 
1 
Pets 
2 
Toys 
3 
126 
Read these with .the class. Say to the class, 11 l
1
m going to try 
to catch you today. I will show you some words. If I show you 
a pet, hold up the number 2. If the card says a toy, hold up 
the number 3. Here is the word~· What card will you hold 
up?" NUMBER 1. "O~e is right because Dick is someone." 
Write boat on the board. 
-
Say to the class, "Show me 
Example: 
the card you will hold up. 11 l'ilJMBER 3. "Good! A boat 
is a toy. Remember to think very carefully and don
1
t 
get caught." 
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0 LESSON XX 
.~: 1, 2, 3.Technique 
categories 
single-word .exercises 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
Sally 1, ~omeone 
Dick 1, Someone 
duck 2, Fets 
rabbits 23 Pets 
horses 2, Pets 
farm 3, Toys 
barn 3, Toys 
Jane 1, Someone 
0 pigs 2, Pets 
Father 1, Someone 
cow 2, Pets 
dollhouse 3, Toys 
doll 3, Toys 
Moth~r 1, Someone 
pony 2,, Pets 
hen 2, Pets 
Tim 3, Toys 
ball 3, Toys 
kitten 2, Pets 
cat 2, Pets 
Grandmother 1, Someone 
0 
128 
Card .Shown Pupil Response 
Grandfather 1, Someone 
dog 2, Pets 
boat 3,_ Toys 
cars 3, Toys 
boathouse 3, Toys 
Susan 1, Someone 
Jack 1, Someone 
playhouse 3, Toys 
chickens 2, Pets 
Spot 2, Pets 
Puff 2, Pets 
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DIRECTIO~S FOR LESSON.XXI 
~: Make a word 
Materials: 
Teacher: Flash cards with yes or no answer printed on the back 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
.Directions: 
"For this lesson I am going to hold up a card with two parts 
on it, that may or may not make a word. If they do go together 
to make a word, hold up the 'yes' card. If they do not, hold up 
the 1no 1 card." · · 
Example 1: "Let's try this one." Write on the board 
~ thing. Pause a moment. "You are correct. 
YES is the card to hold up because something is a 
word. 
Example 2: "We will try one more." Write on the board goo.d ~· 
Wait a moment for a response. "You m,ust be careful 
with this one. The answer is NO, it doesn't fit to-
gether to make a word •. what would the correct word 
be? GOOD-BY, Right, and this says good-by," Change 
the M on the board to B. "Now we are ready to begin, 11 
' ' 
• 
e 
II II 
-
!I [I 
I 
I 
" 
II 
d. 
'I 
-~: yes 
Can 
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LESSON.XXI 
and no technique 
you make a word? 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
some thing -Yes 
good by Yes 
birth day Yes 
bow bow Yes 
can not Yes 
some my No 
doll house Yes 
red mother No 
thank you ·Yes 
grand father Yes 
mew cluck No 
dog they No 
cow boy Yes 
farm house Yes 
a under No 
will not Yes 
hen hcn·se No 
~ome day Ye~ 
grand up Np 
dog hous.e Yes 
have not Yes 
131 
e 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
grand mother ~es 
birth too No 
some where Yes 
cow girl .Yes 
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DIRECTIONS .FOR LESSON -.XXII 
Materials: 
Teacher: phrase cards 
Pupils: 1 and 2 cards for each child 
Directions: 
Say to class, "I am going to try to catch you today. 
I am going to show you some phrases. If the words tell about 
a house, hold up number 1. If the words tell about a horse, 
hold up number 2." 
Example 1: "Watch while I write the names of the two categories 
on the board: house 1 
horse 
2 
If I show you some 
words about a house, what number will you show me?" 
'II 
Answer: NUMBER 1. "If I s~ow you some words about 
a horse, what number will you show me?" NUMBER 2. 
"Watch while I write this on the board, for the familx, 
and then read it silently." Answer: NUMBER 1. "Yes, 
#1 is right because a house is for the family. What 
does it say?" Children read FOR THE FAMILY. 
-Example 2: '~atch while I write this on .the board, can run and 
jump~-1 and then read it silently." Answer: NUMBER 2. 
"Yes, 1F2 is ri~ht b.ec.ause a horse can run and jump. 
What does it say?" Children read CAN RUN AND JUMP. 
Say to the cla~~~ "Remember to look at ~our neighbor's 
card if you do not know the answer." 
0 
0 
0 
~: Phrase cards 
Card Shown 
cannot play 
cannot go 
not an animal 
put some in 
where we eat 
they went in 
friends go out 
eat in 
play in 
work in 
LESSON XXII 
make cookies in 
grandmother 0 s home 
grandfathervs home 
girlvs home 
our home 
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Pupil Response 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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0 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
in the barn 2 
baby pony 2 
did eat 2 
can see 2 
did go fast 2 
ran fast 2 
ran away 2 
an animal 2 
went fast 2 
at the farm 2 
do run away 2 
0 our friend 2 
fun to ride 2 
big and black 2 
eats something 2 
0 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON .XXIII 
Materials: 
Teacher: single-word cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
.Questions to be read are on the back of each card. 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "I am going to show you some words. Read 
each word silently to yourselves. If you believe what I tell you 
about each word, hold up the 'yes' card. Show me the 'yes' card. 
If you do not believe what I say, hold up the 'no' card." 
Example: Write Father on the board. Say to the class, "Read 
this to yourselves." Ask, "Does this wear a skirt?" 
NO. "What does it say?" FATHER. "Good! Father 
doesn't wear skirts. If you do not know the answer, 
look at the card nearest you. Ready? Listen care-
fully." 
.. 
LESSON XXIII 
.~: Yes and no technique 
single-word exercise 
Card Shown -Question Asked 
1. but Can this blow his nose? 
2. friends Can you make mud pies with 
3. Susan Does this have toes? 
4. Jack Can this wear a skirt? 
5. boys .no these have hair? 
6. bump Can your head have one? 
7. must Does this have curls? 
8. looked Do you burn this? 
9. under Is this-Quick Draw McGraw? 
10. children Are these in school? 
11. am This says, ''Mew, mew." 
12. tail Do you have one? 
13. Tom noes this have fur? 
14. was Does this have a motor? 
15. like Can you ride this? 
16. there Does this talk? 
17. school Does this have a bell? 
18. put Does this wear sneakers? 
19. the .will you wear this to bed? 
20. chickens Can this chase Spot? 
21. where Does this grow leaves? 
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Pupil Response 
No 
these? Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
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0 Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
22. that Can you hammer with this? No 
23. when Can you feed this? No 
24. they Can you chew this? No 
25: mew-mew Can a cat say this? Yes 
26. quack-quack Can a duck say this? Yes 
27. this Can you comb your hair with this? No 
28. want Do you feel this way when you see 
a cookie? Yes 
29. cluck, cluck .Does a hen say this? Yes 
30. went Does this keep your toes warm? No 
31. said Can you paint this? No 
32. toys .Do you have some of these'? Yes 
0 
0 
.. 
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·DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XXIV 
Materials: 
Teacher: three-word flash cards 
Pupils: 1, 2, 3 number cards 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "Today I am going to hold up a card with 
three words on it. Each word will have the number 1~ 2, or 3 
under it. I will say something about one of the words. You will 
show me which word I am talking about by holding up the number 
that is under it." 
Example 1: 
Example 2: 
Write on the board Sally 
1 
run Spot 
2 3 
Say, "This is a little girl." NUMBER 1. Ask, ''What 
does it say?" SALLY. Say, "Good! Number 1 is 
'I 
correct because Sally is a litt;'le girl." 
Leave Sally 
1 
run Spot 
2 3 
on the board. 
Say, "It has a tail. 11 NUMBER 3. Ask, "What does it 
say?" SPOT. Say, "GoodU Number 3 is correct 
. becaus~ Spot has a tail. 11 
·. 
0 
0 
0 
Type: 1, 2, or 3 technique 
three-word flash card 
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LESSON XXIV 
Teacher asks question or def~nes a word and child guesses 
which one, 
Card Shown 
1 2 3 
school some surprise 
this there tail 
like ~ooked little 
where was who 
so she say 
and away am 
bump but birthday 
good go get 
funny for fast 
cannot cat came 
one under out 
school some surprise 
this there tail 
like looked little 
where was who 
so she say 
and away am 
Teacher's Remark 
The place where you go to learn. 
A monkey has a long .one. 
You feel this way about ice cream. 
If you told your mother you were 
going away for the afternoon, she 
would ask you this. 
It is a girl. 
You could go this place. 
You have one of these once a year. 
I hope you always ·act this.way. 
You go this way on your tricycle. 
This is soft and fuzzy. 
This is where you stand when you 
have an umbrella. 
Something you 1 d like to have on 
your birthday. 
It means the opposite of here. 
You did this when you lost your 
money. 
This is a person. 
To talk. 
This word is used to join other 
words together. 
' 
.\ 
Pupil 
Response 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
1 
0 Card Shown 
1 2 3 
bump but birthday 
good go get 
funny for fast 
cannot cat came 
II 
one under out 
I 
I 
I 
0 
0 
Teacher's Remark 
You would not want to get one of 
these. 
You do this on you~ bicycle. 
You would call a clown this. 
This you did when your mother 
called. 
This word is a number. 
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Pupil 
.Response 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON X4V 
Materials: 
Teacher: Phrase cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
Directions: 
Say to the children, "We are going to play a game today. 
I will show you some phrases on cards and ask you, 1Can this be 
true?"' (It may be necessary to clarify the meaning of 0 true. 0 ) 
Say to the children, "True means real, something that is really, 
truly so; something that people can see; something which can 
happen." 
Example 1: Write a blue duck .on the board. Say, "Read these 
words to yourselves. Can this be true? 11 NO. ''What 
does it say?" A BLUE DUCK. "Good! No is correct 
because a blue duck is not a real thing." 
Example 2: Write Horses run on the board. Say, "~ead these 
words to yourselves. Can this be true?" YES. 
"What does it say?" HORSES RUN. "Yes is right 
because it is true that horses can run. Ready? 
Now we can begin." 
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e LESSON .:nv 
~: Yes and No ~echnique 
Phrases 
Title: Can this be true? 
Card Shown Question Asked Pupil Response 
1. a big cow Can this be true? Yes 
(Same question used 
2. l}:ens run· for each phrase) Yes 
3. a blue pig No 
4. a yellow chicken Yes 
5. Cows hop. No 
6. a new barn Yes 
7. a cat with kittens .. Yes 
8. a blue horse No 
9. Dolls eat. No 
e 10. Houses jump. No 
11. Dick rides. Yes 
12. a black cow ·Yes 
13. a white rabbit Yes 
14. a red duck No 
15. Cars run. Yes 
16. Boys did talk. Yes 
17. Bumps talk. No 
18. a little pony Yes 
19. Grandmother looked, Yes 
20. a pretty doll 
-Yes 
21. Grandfather laughed. .Yes 
22. a little pet Yes 
!J 
23. a new boat Yes 
e /I 24. a happy fam~y Yes II I I 
II ,, 
I 
'I 
II 
• 
.DIRECTIONS fOR LESSON JOWl 
Materials: 
Teacher: phrase cards 
Pupils: 1 and 2 cards for each child 
Directions: 
Say to the class, "Watch while I write the names of the 
two categories on the board, children 
1 
chickens. If I show 
2 
you some words about children, hold up #1. If the words tell 
about chickens, hold up 11=2. 11 
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Example 1: "Watch while I write this .on the board, Dick and Jane, 
and then read it silently." Answer: NUMBER 1. "Yes, 
number 1 is right because Dick and Jane are children. 
What does it say? 11 Children read DICK AND JANE. 
Example 2: "Watch while I write this on the board, on the farm, 
and then read it silently." Answer: NUMBER 2. 
"Yes, number 2 is right because chickens live on the 
farm. What does it say?" Children read ON .THE FARM. 
Say to the class, "Remember to look at your 
neighbor's card if you do not know the answer. 11 
.Card Shown 
in our school 
boys and g'irls 
Tom and Susan 
laugh.ed 
like Grand~other 
like Grandfather 
are friends 
wanted this 
ar.e good 
wanted a dog 
~et surprises 
say please 
say thank you 
come to school 
Susan and Jack 
LESSON XXVI 
Pupil Response 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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I, 
I 
( i 
-·----"II 
1: 
!! 
Card Shown 
in the henhouse 
under the barn 
we eat 
are yellow 
are animals 
cannot talk 
now say cluck 
hen's children 
cannot say hello 
cannot laugh 
cannot hop 
little hens 
on the farm 
cannot help me 
cannot work 
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Pupil Response 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
I 
1 
I 
DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON ~VII 
Material~:' 
T~acher: phrase and word cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards 
Direc dorts: 
Say to the class, "We are going.to play a game today. 
I will show you some words on cards. Read each word silently. 
If the answer to what I ask is 'yes,' hold up the card·"Yes 11 ; 
if the answer to what I ask is 1no, 1 hold up the card 1no. 111 
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Example 1: Write Children work on the. board. Say, ·"Read these 
words to yourselves. Does this happen in-First 
Grade?" YES. "What does it say? 11 Cl!ILDREN .WORK. 
"Yes is right because children do work in-First 
Grade." 
Example 2: .Write ·IlJlnand jump on the board. Say, "Read these 
,~, 
words to yourselves. Can mittens do this?" NO. 
"What does it say?" RUN AND JUMP. "No is right 
b~cause mittens do not run and jump. Ready? 
Now we can begin." 
LESSON D;VII 
Yes and No Technique 
words and phrases 
Title: Questions to answer 
Card Shown 
1. good children 
2. girls 
3. children 
Question Asked 
Do boys and girls in-First Grade 
want to be this? 
Is this a good word for Jack and Susan? 
Do these people go to school wearing 
bathing caps? 
4. Friends are there. Is this true about your school? 
5. Four tails 
6. say, "bow-wow" 
7. say, "mew-mew" 
8. a black dog 
9. some chicken 
10. our home 
11. stop it 
12. big but fast 
13. little but fast 
14. a big surprise 
15. Jack and Susan 
16. I am here. 
17. must go 
18. Was Tom good? 
19. soon 
Does a teacher wear these? 
Do chickens do this? 
Do kittens do this? 
Is this the chicken°s mother? 
Is this something people eat? 
Would Mother and Father call the 
car this? 
Can Father ao this to the car? 
Can a horse be this? 
Can a rabbit be this? 
Does this tell what toys are at 
Christmas-time? 
Are these chickens? 
At school can you say this about 
yourself? 
For supper can I eat this? 
Does this ask something about a boy? 
-Does this tell us when something 
will happen? 
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Pupil 
Response 
I 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
• 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON.XXVIII 
Materials: 
Teacher: phrase cards 
Pupils: 1 and 2 cards for each child 
Directions: 
Say to class, '~atch while I write the n~mes of the two 
categories on the board, pet 
1 
school. If I show you some words 
2 
about pet, hold up number 1. If the words tell about school, 
hold up number 2. 
Example 1: "Watch while I write this on the board, we work there, 
1 
and then re'ad it silently." Answer: NUMBER 2. "Yes, 
number 2 is right because we work in school. What 
does it say?" Children read WE WORK THERE. 
Example 2: "Watch while I write this on the board, Jane's cat, 
and then re~d it silently." Answer: NUMBER 1. "Yes, 
numb~r 1 is right because Jane's cat is a pet. What 
does it say?'' Children read JANE'S CAT, Say to 
class, "Remember to look at your neighbor's card if 
you do not know the answer." 
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LESSON XXVIII 
Card Shown Pupil Response 
a horse I' 1 
my dog 1 
our kitten 1 
pretty duck 1 
funny rabbit 1 
little pig 1 
big cow 1 
·Dick 1 s pony 1 
a red hen 1 
a yellow chicken 1 
e said bow-wow 1 
said cluck 1 
said mew 1 
ran away 1 
runs fast 1 
are animals 1 
like the barn 1 
fun to have 1 
some have tails 1 
wanted to eat 1 
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Card Shown Pupil .Response 
boys and girls 2 
must work there 2 
we play in 2 
you h~lp me 2 
make something 2 
have fun here 2 
say please 2 
say hello 2 
say good-by 2 
say thank .you 2 
e good children 2 
mak~ fri~nds 2 
have surprises 2 
hay~ bi:rt:hday~ 2 
Gan ~u~ss 2 
play wi:th d,olls 2 
we are good here 2 
child~en laughed 2 
looked at it 2 
Tom was there 2 
0 
0 
II 
II 
0 11 
II 
II 
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DIRECTIGNS FOR LESSON XXIX 
Materials: 
Teacher: phrase cards 
Pupils: yes and no cards for each child 
Directions: 
Say to class, "I am going to show you some phrases. If the 
words tell about things that happen at the farm, hold up your 
'yes' card. If the words tell about things that do not happen 
at the farm, hold up the 'no' card." 
Example 1: "I am going to write the name of the category on the 
board, At the farm. Watch while I write this on the 
board, blue cows, and read it silently." Answer: NO. 
"Good! You are right. There are no blue cows at the 
farm. What does it say?" Children read BLUE ,COWS. 
Example 2: '~atch while I write this on the board, Grandmother 
is here, and then read it silently." Answer: YES. 
"Good! You are right. Grandmother lives at the 
farm. What does it say?" Children read GRANDMOTHER 
IS HERE. Say to the class, "Remember to'~ook at the 
card nearest you if you do not know the answer." 
0 
0 
0 
LESSON XXIX 
Card Shown 
pretty Grandmother 
Sally's black kitten 
white farmhouse 
our grandfather 
fast animals 
all rabbits hop 
Little Quack 
big family 
new barn 
funny cow 
hen cluck 
some pets 
some tails, too 
a surprise there 
a cat came 
Pupil Response 
-Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
.Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
·Yes 
-Yes 
Yes 
.Yes 
Yes 
.Yes 
Yes 
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Card Shown Pupil Response 
red school No 
happy bump No 
hop under ~0 
please bow-wow No 
am there No 
but hop No 
.. , 
some cluck No 
so stop No 
tail talk .No 
must like No 
e am go fast No 
oh go under No 
was eat No 
"is soon No 
saw will No 
0 
o· 
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DIRECTIONS FOR LESSON XXX 
.~: want a,nd where 
Materials: 
Teacher: Flash cards with a phrase printed qn the front and 
the categories ~ and where, with the number 1 o~~2 
written under each word. 
Pupils: 1, 2 cards for each child 
Directions: 
"Let's look at the board today, children. What two words 
do you see written on the board?" Have the categories want and 
1 
where written on the board. "Yes, they are WANT and WHERE. 
2 
"The number 1 card which you ha.ve will stand for ~ and 
the number 2 card will stand for where. Wh~n I hold up a card 
with a phrase on it, you must decide whether it is something to 
want or whether it means a place and tells where something is. 
Then you hold up the correct number. Let's try one." 
Example 1: Write on the board, in the car. Pause. "Right, 
that is number 2 because it tells where. " 
Exami!le 2: "We will try one more." Write on the board, to eat 
something, Pause. "Yes, number 1 is the correct 
answer for this is sometning you would want to do. 
Now we are ready to begin." 
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0 LESSON XXX 
~: 1, 2 Technique 
Categories written on the board: where--1 want--2 
phrase cards 
Card Shown Pupil Responses 
in the car 1, where 
to ea.t something 2, want 
at the farm 1, where 
at home 1, where 
toy farm 2, want 
big cookie ·2, want 
at play 1, where 
under the barn 1, where 
something good 2, want 
0 to be happy 2, want 
in here 1, where 
to ride a horse 2, want 
up in the barn 1, where 
some toys 2, want 
in the house 1, where 
in school 1, where 
on the boat 1, where 
a little kitten 2, want 
a big horse 2, want 
down there 1, where 
0 
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Card Shown Pupil .Response 
a pet 2, want 
with the animals 1, where 
under the car 1, where 
a little yellow duck 2, want 
up there 1, where 
with the boys 1, where 
a birthday 2, want 
to talk .2, want 
a surprise 2, want 
with Sally 1 s friends :L, where 
in the henhouse :L, where 
0 
0 
APPENDIX B 
ALPHABETIZED LIST OF WORDS INCLUQED IN THE EXERCISES 
-. 
.. 
~ 
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ALPHABETIZED LIST WITH NUMBER OF REPETITIONS FOR ALL WORDS 
INCLUDED IN THE EXERCISES 
a--58 for--9 no--105 
.all ... -6 fou1=-~5 not--9 
:am--6 friends--8 new--8 
and--14 fup--~ now--6 
animals--8 fup~y--8 oh--7 
·are--12 get.!.-10 on-.-6 
at--11 ~ir1--9 one--5 
away--12 go--13 our--9 
baby--8 good-.-10 out--8 
ba11-.:~1 gqop-by--6 pets--12 
barn--17 grandf~th~r--9 pigs--11 -
big--10 
'.' 
grandmQ~her--10 p1ay--16 
birthgay--11 guess--7 p1ease--11 
b1ack;:.-8 happy--8 pony--9 
b1ue--7 have--10 pretty--8 
boat--14 he--8 Puff--10 
bow-wow--8 he11o--8 put--6 
boys-'.:.7 he1p--8 quack--9 
bumps--7 hen--,p rabbit- ... 12 
but--5 here--14 ran--7 
can--47 hqme--20 red--11 
cann9t--14 hop--13 ride--18 
cars--14' horse--12 run--30 
cat--7 house--27 said--7 
came--5 I--1~ saw--6 
chick~'l}.S--9 in-.-19 say--17 
children--6 is~-6 Sally 1 s--11 
cluck--10 it--6 schoo1,.-7 
come--9 Jac~~-6 see--9 
cGok:l..~fs--11 Jane--6 she--7 
cow--11 jump--34 so--5 
Dick--9 kitten~-8 some--14 
did--6 laughed--10 something~-11 
do--7 like--8 soon--6 
dog--1~ l.itt1e--13 Spot--11 
doll--18 1ook-.-5 stop--8 
down--6 1ooksd--5 surprise--7 
., 
duck--9 make--11 Susan--7 
eat--24 me--9 tails--7 
family-:.8 mew--7 ta1k--12 
I 
farm--15 Mother--9 thank--11 
fast--14 mu$t-.-5 that--6 
Father-;..10 my--5 the--39 
find--9 new--8 there--9 
• 
they--9 
this--7 
three-~S 
Tim--9 
to--20 
Tom--7 
too--6 
toys--10 
two--8 
und~r--11 
up--8 
want--22 
wanted--6 
was~-6 
we--14 
went--21 
what--6 
when--1 
where--6 
white--S 
who-.-8 
will--S 
with--11 
work--10 
y~llow--7 
ye~--134 
you--16 
1S9 
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